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_

() Washington DA 20472

JUN 16 1981
tEMORANDUM FOR: Brian Grimes

U.S. Nuclear Rygulatory,C mission

FH0H: Robert T. Jaske 3 -

Acting Director, Radiologi a Emergency
Preparedness Division

v

Sud]ECT: Interim Findings and Determination Relating to the
Status of State and Local Emergency Preparedness ,

Around Three Mile Island (THI) Fixed Nuclear Facility

This responds to your requests of March 23 and May 22, 1981, for the above
in format ion. On May 15, 1981, we furnished FEMA Region III's RAC evaluation
of State and local plans as of that time. On May 27, 1981, we provided
additional details on this evaluation.

Tne State plan " Fixed Nuclear Facility Incidents," Annex E of the State Disaster
Operations Plan, was extensively re-written in September 1979 following the TM1
incident. It was revised in accordance with the criteria of NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-
1, Hevision 1 and submitted to the RAC on February 23, 1981. As indicated above,
the RAC reviewed the off-site plans in May of 1981 and found that the intensive

^. efforts of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency had upgraded and signifi-
cantly improved both the State and local plans. The RAC review identified
certain deficiencies in the plans and indicated that the impact on preparedness
of some of the deficiencies would have to be determined after a joint exercise had
been held.

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has not formally submitted their plans, nor have
they had a public meeting as outlined in 44 CFR 350. They did, however, conduct
a joint exercise on June 2,1981, to evaluate the off-site capabilities of the State
and local jurisdictions to respond to a nuclear emergency at the TMI site. A copy
of the detailed exercise observations and recommendations developed by the Region
is included as Attachment 1.

The participants in the exercise included the State, four of the five plume exposure
zone counties (Dauphin, Lebanon, Lancaster and Cumberland), three municipalities,
and several voluntary support organizations. York County, one of the principle
plume exposure zone counties, did not participate. The stated object ives of the

! exercise were to test the adequacy of the State and local governments' plans and the
! capability to implement them. Although there were circumscribed limits to the scope of

the exercise listed in the Regional evaluation, the RAC concluded that the objectives
were generally achieved, and more important, that the overall capability of the
participating governments was shown to exceed the minimum standards.
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A number of major conclusions can be drawn as a result of the evaluation.
The first is that the State agencies, especially the PEMA and the Bureau of
Hadlulogical Protection (BRP), the two lead agencies, demonstrated a knowledge
and capability to carry out their agency functions. The same conclusion can
also be made for the other State agencies in the exercise, such as the State
Police and the Departments of Transportation, Agriculture and Environmental
Resources. The latter two actually did food and water sampling in the ingestion ,

zone, one of the areas often overlooked in exercises. Certain procedural errors
were encountered in the control of access to potentially contaminated areas. This, '

however, was due to lack of drilling in this specific operation, rather than any
lack of basic agency capability. A second major conclusion is that State agercies
possess an adequate capabilit3 to coordinate their own programs. There was, how-
ever, uneven coordination among State agencies, especially between the State and
the counties, among the counties and within the counties. This weakness in
coordination was demonstrated in several areas such as notification and alerting,
emergency communications, and especially public information. Another major
conclusion is that local governments as yet are not completely familiar with
their management roles in this area. This is due to the newness of their plans
and the need for further training through drills and exercises. It is pertinent
to note that the county plans were completely rewritten over the last six months.
Much of the information had not filtered down through the ranks of county and

'
municipal staffs. A final observation is that the alerting and notification
system does not meet the criteria of NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1.

The Region's exercise evaluation cited 72 specific recommendations for corrective
action. While many of the recommendations are peculiar to this particular
exercise, most of them refer to generic deficiencies which must be remedied by
further development of SOPS, training programs and resources.

As a result of the TMI exercise, the Region was also able to update the May 14, 1981,
FEMA review comments on State and local plans. These are contained in Attachment 2.
The May 14 report had indicated certain areas of deficiencies such as lack of SOPS,
local agreements, and problems in the timely distribution of dosimeters and potassium
iodide, and weaknesses in plans to conduct decontamination. Tne overall effect of the ;

exercise on these concerns was to demonstrate that although the SOPS and agreements ,

must still be accomplished, there was a demonstration of capability to carry out
these functions.

'

In summary, our interim finding is that Pennsylvania State and local government
radiological emergency response plans site toecific to THI are adequate. The
exercise demonstrated that certain changes art .eeded in the plans and that the
recommendations based on the May 14 RAC review must still be accomplished. The
exericse provided a demonstration of an adequate State / local preparedness capability.
It did, however, reveal deficiencies which can be regarded as relatively minor and
correctable with a program of training, drills and exercises. As previously noted, ,

however, York County did not participate in the exercise, and, therefore, did not
demonstrate its capability to respond to a nuclear incident.

.-- - - - - - . . -.
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FEMA Region III has been directed to work with PEMA to arrange for early
participation by York County and PEMA in an exercise so that the capability
of York County can actually be evaluated.

Since it relates to the TMI matter, we are also attaching as a part of this
package, a series of statements prepared by Region III which are supplemental .;

to the testimony of witnesses Adler-and Bath. ,

,

,

Attachments
as stated
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ATTACHMENT 1 -

TO FEMA'S INTERIM

FINDINGS AND DETERMINATIONS

OF JUNE 16, 1981

PENNSYLVANIA REP EXERCISE

SITE-SPECIFIC TO TMI

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

JUNE 11, 1981
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Attachment 1

..

?PENNSYLVANIA REP EXERCISE
SITE-SPECIFIC TO TMI '

-% OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS >

June 11, 1981

I. Introduction
r

Following are the observations and recommendations of the Region III Regional
Assistance Co==ittee (RAC) on Pennsylvania's participation in the June 2,1981 |

'

radiological emergency preparedness exercise, site-specific to the Three Mile
'

Island Nuclear Station. A preview of these observations, in the form of an
" Interim Critique of Exercise," was discussed wit".1 the Pennsylvania Emergency
Manage =ent Agency (PEMA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commissien (NRC) on-site -

team leader, and presented in an open meeting at the William Penn-Museum in ;

Harrisburg. A copy of the complete exercise report will be trovided to PEMA. ;

fThe off-site observers provided by the RAC consisted of federal personnel from
the Federal L ergency Management Agency, The Environmental Protection Agency,

'

;

the Department of Energy, the Nuclear Regulatory Com=ission, the Food and Drug
Administration, the Public Health Service, the United States Department of Agri- ;

culture, and the Department of Transportation. In addition, personnel fro = |
the Center for Planning and Research support the RAC. There were 38 ob- i

servers located at the State EOC, Bureau of Radiation Protection Assessment
Center, the EOF, the media center, four of the five plu=e zone counties, three j

municipalities, the Central Area EOC, one support county and various field ;

positions to observe radiological monitoring, food and water sa=pling, access
control, public alerting and exposure control. t

.

York County did not participate in the exercise and no evaluation of Ycrk's
response capability can be cade frc= this exercise.

The observations have been divided into the following categories:
!

I. Notification and Alerting VI. Co==unications
II. Direction and Control VII. Public Infor=ation ;
III. Accident Assessment VIII. Reentry and Recovery .

IV Exposure Control IX. Scenario
V. Protective Action

A total of 72 recoc=endations are cited. The following ite=s represent a con-
solidation of some recocmendations into issues that should be addressed first.
The overall response capability of Pennsylvania was shown to exceed minimu=

,

standards on the whole, notwithstanding the i=provements reco= mended. |
,

'

1. Notification of all changes in incident classification levels by the
utility to the Pennsylvania E=ergency Management Agency rather than the Bureau i

of Radiation Protection.

2. Improved coordination on operational matters a=ong state, county, and
municipal levels to insure tighter direction and control.

:
,
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3. Improved cc, ordination on public information between state and county
to provide a continually current picture of information disseminated to the

' - public.

4. Inclusion in the plan's concept of operations of'. Pennsylvania's policy
to evacuate either the entire 10-mile EPZ or none of the EPZ.

5. Distribution of potassium iodide and dosimetry equipment to the lowest
organizational level.

6. A lack of demonstrated capability for a +7mplete access control system. ;

7. Additional table-top exercises and drills by each organizational
level to discover and work out internal problem areas prior to full scale ,

exercis.ing. ,

i
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I. NOTIFICATION AND ALERTING
r

State Level

Overall notification of key personnel, PEMA staff and state agency emergency
response teams, as well as the mobilization of the staff and activation of the
PEMA EOC was accomplished in accordance with plans and in a timely fashion, with *

some minor problems.

Initial notification following receipt of Unusual Event of 0547 took 13 minutes,
.

including notification of risk counties and prescribed state level personnel.

The initial notification of Unusual Event went from TMI to the PEMA duty officer
and the parent county (Dauphin). Subsequent notifications of incident classifi-

:

cation levels at state levelwere from IMI to BRP. BRP then passed the change ;

in classification to the state EOC. This is not in concert with established '

plans and resulted in the state /PEMA and the counties not receiving the Licen-
see's prediction of incident consequences to include population at risk. The
initial message format was developed for state and county decision processes ;

with follow-up messages to provide BRP with technical information. Because this
took place, PEMA's notification messages of emergency classifications to other '

state agencies and counties were not as informative as they might have been. '

Following receipt of Alert notification at 0647, notifications were again made
to risk counties, PEMA staff, et al, and the state EOC was partially activated
at 0715. Two staff members made the necessary calls to the state response tea =s '

to standby except for State Police and National Guard teams which were directed
- to report to the state EOC. All calls were completed by 0800.

~

t

At 0803, PEMA received authority to fully activate the EOC and assume control of
the response tea =s from the Governor's office. Calls were made to activate the
response teams and for the= to report to the EOC. Most of the state agency re-
sponse teams' staffs reported during the period of about 0830 to 0915; the last
tea =, Agriculture, reported about 0945.

:

A State of E=ergency was declared and the counties were notified at 1204. This
caused a significant level of confusion since it was interpreted by some to be ;

a General Emergency classification level without protective action guidance. I

At least one county was prompted to recom=end sheltering. (See Direction and .

Control.) !

Notification of the public is largely a local responsibility, but the state did .

utilize the EBS and NOAA syste=L to advise the public that the Governor had auth- !

orized a general evacuation of the TM1 EPZ at 1230.
i

PEMA assumed, but did not attempt to verify, that locals had initiated public
alerting and notification actions (sounding sirens, route alerting, use of EBS,
etc.) according to plans. i

Local Level
.

Notification, alerting and mobilization activities were generally successfully
~

demonstrated, although some variation occurred among the localities. Notifica- !

.

!

!

I
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tion of the public vna demonstrotcd in a limitsd fochion, eines c11 runicipz1-
ities were not scheduled to participate in the exercise. Also, local notifica-
tion systems are interim, pending completion of an EPZ wide siren system to bes

installed by TMI.
,

Cumberland County: Notification of the county by the state regarding site con-
ditions occurred smoothly. Messages appeared timely and concise, how.ver, there
was a time lag in alerting the municipalities by the county (30 to 50 minutes)
in all status changes except the General Emergency, which was prompt 13 trans- r

mitted. Alerting of county officials and state agencies was in accordance with
the plan and conducted expeditiously, resulting in the county EOC being fully ;

staffed and operational by 0805, including the state agency personnel.

Alerting of the public and county schools was partially actual and also. simu-
lated. Sounding of sirens was simulated, but school superintendents were called '

after Site and General Emergency classes were announced. There was a discre-
pancy between the county and the municipality (New Cumberland Borough) regarding ,

the evacuation routing of the children to Big Spring High School as the county -

dispatcher did not have a revised copy of that portion of the plan. -

Municipal notification of staf f and emergency personnel was accomplished by tele-
phone in a prompt manner. Two people and the route alerting team were alerted

,

by use of pagers. Contact of all schools was made from the EOC by telephone.
Notification of churches and ministers was made in order to assess the number ,

of individuals that would require transportation and special assistance. Total !

assessment was made within 1 he.or s . In the event of evacuation, church buses
and ambulances would be used to transport individuals to the mass care center
in Newville.

- ;

Public alerting was simulated, although according to the director, the route [
alerting team actually manuec their designated stations but this was not ob-
served. The route alerting scheme was shown an a borough map and included in
the municipal plan.

:
,

Dauphin County: Incident class- ' cation notifications were provided direct ;
'

from the utility, and followed up by the state EOC. Appropriate county staff !
notifications and mobilization activities apparently occurred in timely fashion

'

according to logs reviewed by the observers which were not permitted access to !

the EOC due to the strict security measures until about 0730. The 15 munici-
palities were notified by telephone of the alert status taking about 35 minctes.

:

Upon receipt of the Site Emergency notification from PEMA at 0905, the EOC was
activated, including activation of extra phones. Ambulance services in munici-
palities were called and put on standby. EBS was activated. Verification was ;

made that the host counties were notified. Between 0945 and 1012, the schools ,

i were notified of the Site Emergency and instructed to get in touch with bus f
drivers in case early dismissal became necessary. The State Police station was !
notified to activate control points. [

Receipt of the Governor's declaration of State cf Emergency occurred at 1204
;

from PEMA. A " canned" EBS "take shelter" message was broadcast. The announce-
|

ment to take shelter was apparently done on the coordinator's own initiative.
Schools were notified via radio which was then backed up by phone calls.

|,

f

i

t
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At 1228, PEMA ' inform;d DEMA of Gtn ral Emsrgcncy etetus, cnd th;n ct 1235, of.

tha Govsrnor'o ordar to Gvecuate. Sircn ccundings wiro cimulctcd followed by
EBS school and general evacuation messages which were broadcast repeatedly at
5-minute intervals. Police, fire, ambulances, and reception centers wera noti-,
fied by DEMA of the evacuation order.

Dauphin County, Londonderry: Alerting of the Londonderry emergency staff took
21 minutes. For alerting the public, route alerting by vehicle with a PA sys-
tem was used. The public alerting process was demonstrated first during the
Site Emergency period, and then later war reported to have been done during the
General Emergency phase, but this was not confirmed. The town was divided into
four sectors, and only one sector demonstrated alerting, probably because of
the unavailability of the private sound truck and a fire department utility
truck was substituted. (See Protective Action.) The driver was not familiar
with the alerting scheme, but was briefed before he departed. The fire depart-
ment vehicle did not complete the task since it responded to an on-site call
at 1121. (See Protective Action.) Each vehicle has radio contact to the EOC
to report progress of the alerting which is maintained on a display board.

Lancaster County: When the initial message from PEMA declaring an Unusual Event
at TMI arrived, no classification level was given to the dispate.ier on duty. Al-
though this did not affect the county's performance in taking appropriate protec-
tive actions, the county emergency management coordinator did not begin an of fi-
cial response until receiving the Alert Notification at 0709. Bs._e:se the
county's reaction to an Unusual Event is minimal, this was not cons'.dered to be
a serious proble=.

Notification of the county for Alert, Site Emergency and General Emergency levels
went smoothly. For the most part, notification of officials and staff went well.

.' Several minor difficulties occurred during notification of the various munici-
palitier., but were resolved fairly quickly.

There w;re some significant proble=s in notification and alerting of the public.
at 0930 the county co==issioners made the decision for residents to take shelter.
An EBS message giving instructions was issued. Unfortunately, neither PEMA nc
Elizabethtown Borough was consulted or informed of the take shelter decision and
no orders were relayed to the municipalities for rcute alerting. Thus, anycne
not listering to the radio or TV would not have been aware of the instructions.
At the time of the General Emergency and General Evacuation order, the EBS
message was issued by the county before the order for route alerting went out
to the municipalities. However, this may not be a major prot , in that tha
EBS message is scheduled to be repeated every 5 minutes.

Lcncaster County, Elizabethtown Borough: The Borough was notified of classifi-
cation levels promptly and the coordinator notified staff according to plan at
all emergency levels with the exception of the health officer who was not in-
cluded in the exercise. He is shown on th call list but the call was simulated
because they did not want to bother him except under an actual emergency candi-
tion.

The Borough was never notified of the county decision to recom=end sheltering,
which occurred during the Site Emergency. The evacuation order was received at
the EOC (also the fire station) at 1248. The Fire Chief immediately assembled
three crews which had been on standby. The four predesignated alert sectors

_
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Cnd ccctor scoignmtnta ware rsview d with th2 crcws cnd th;y ware dicpstchid
about 1300. Although the actual routes were not prearranged, the small size *

of the town and the relatively sicple grid system of streets made the routes
,.

fairly obvious. Since there are four sectors but only three vehicles avail-
able, the first vehicle back to the station was sent to do the fourth sector.
Route alerting too*x about 1 hour and 15 minutes. However, it appeared that
the trucks were travelling somewhat faster than they would if actually broad- .

casting a message. Therefore, it is estimated that an actual alert c'ould
take 30 minutes longer. The fire chief indicated that the trucks would broad- ;

cast a message for residents to evacuate, not to tune to the EBS radio station.

Lebanon Countv: Notification by PEMA to the county went well, PEMA was pre-
cise in infor=ing county officials with respect to any changes in condition
of TMI. At the General Eme.*gency level, the county was notified by TMI. Th.s
infor=ation was confirmed by the county car.dinator.by calling PEMA.

County officials were notified by telephone according to the plan. During this
'

process, several wrong telephone numbers were found. Another minor confusion
occurred when two callers at the county EOC attempted to reach the same offi-
cials. All schools were notified over the phone and their back-up radio noti-
fication system was tested by using their emergency monitoring network. All
schools confir=ed the activation of the system.

.

Notification of Tergency workers was done by each service unit according to
the plan and responsibilities, and following a telephone organization chart
located in the EOC. As appropriate, crews were placed on standby, bus co=-
panies were notified, and local citizen readiness groups were notified and
confirmed, all according to plan.

.-
Public alerting was accomplished by actually testing the route alerting system.
Fire trucks responsible for notifying farmers in the area completed the routes,
taking about 30 minutes. Alternate notification plans were also referred to
had the fire trucks not been available (responding to fire calls).

RECOMMENDATIONS - NOTIFIC'_ TION AND ALERTING

1. TMI should notify PEMA at each change of incident classification level with
follow-up messages to BRP. All risk counties should be notified by TMI directly
when General Emergency is declared with an initial message at that classifica-
tion providing the licensee assessment of the incidents consequences as stated
in current plans.

2. Notification of a State of Emergency should include an explanation of its
maaning and that it is not one of the four classification levels. Changing the
declaration terminology to State of Preparedness or some other term would help
reduce confusion.

3. The state EOC should establish procedures that include steps to determine
and main:ain the status of local public notification activities.

4. PEF. notification messages of the emergency classification levels should be
improved to be in a clear, concise manner particularly when classificatio:s
change.

|
|

i
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5. Incident classification messages transmitted by the county EOCs to the
s - municipalities should be hai.dled more promptly. .This may be achieved possi-

bly by assigning additional personnel to simultaneously contact risk munici-
palities while )thers notify officials and staff.

6. Each county should notify PEMA and the municipalities of all decisions, such
as independent protective actions, which would have a significant impact on
the=. (See Direction and Control.)

7. In future exercises all officials who nave emergency responsibilities should
be notified, such as the health officer in Elizabethtown (the calls should act-
ually be made).

The length of timu to natify the public by the current route alerting syste=
'

Elizabethtown is high, I hour 45 minutes. Steps should be taken to provide.

more vehicles and plan definite routes to speed up the route alerting process.
It is recognized that route alerting will become a back-up means of alerting
once a co=plete siren system is installed.

9. A prepared message telling residents that sheltering or evacuation has been
ordered and that they should turn on their radios for more information should
be developed by each county and distributed to all route alerting organizations.

10. Periodic drills of telephone alerting lists should occure to prevent the
proble= of incorrect or outdated telephone numbers and confusion when of ficials
are called by two persons.

.

- - , - - - - , - _ , , . - , . -- , , , - - , , . , .- -
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II. DIRECTION AND CONTROL

'

State Level:

The exercise has shown several modifications and improvements to the operation
4

of the state EOC in Harrisburg to include: EOC management, message dontrol,
staff assignments and placement of work areas.

There appear to be four main groupings of state personnel for direction and
control within the state level E0C with two additional groups at other loca-
tions that make up the state level direction and control of an incident. These
groups are: The Executive / Decision Maker Section; the State Response Team
Section; the Operations Section; the Situation Analysis Section with the Len-
tral Area State EOC section and BRP Headquarters sections at the separate lo-
cations.

Executive / Decision Making: The Governor and Lt. Governor participated in the
exercise, visited the EOC and provided directicn and understanding of problems.
Their representative remained throughout the exercise.

The final decision to evacuate did not appear to consider the state of mobili-
zation .n the counties but was predicated upon the sudden change in plant status.
There did not appear to be a means to provide feedback by response team leaders
into the decision process except through messages to operations center or dis-
cussion with operations officer.

The operations officer who acted as the conduit of information and decisions be-
tween the Executive / Decision Makers and the other sections appeared once again.-

to be overburdened with other operational duties. Two problems which could be
'

directly linked to PA announcements provided by the operations officer are as
follows:

One, the Governor's proclamation of a State of Emergency as announced over the
PA system caused some confusion among response team members who understood that
to mean a classification of the incident change to the General Emergency level
and reacted accordingly.

Secondly, based upon the Governor's direction to close schools and move students
which accompanied this procla=ation, the State Department of Education informed
school superintendents through its TELEX system. County plans reflect that
this action should be coordinated and initiated at county level and in at least
one case a county chose to delay school closing until general evacuation was
recommended. Conflicting direction su.t as this causes serious. confusion.

Operations Section: It is under the supervision of the Operations Officer and
it dealt directly with the four risk counties on dedicated telephone lines for
that purpose.

Tnere were sufficient personnel to allow each county a separate state liaison
person and shift leader to coordinate this staff. There was posting of sig-
nificant actions and unset needs of the counties. All telephone traffic was

_
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+ranscribed into written messages for circulation within the EOC.- The oper-
a; ions section provided a good conduit, of unmet needs of the counties and !

,

support provided by the state end federal level, to the counties.

The posting of significant events in the operations room provided immediate !
'access to a variety of information as in the events posted by the situation

analysis..section. ' Some additional method of providing this information to
response team members would enhance their understanding of the situation and
further facilitate their support.

Situation Analysis Section: This section which has been newly expanded, now
contains two BRP liaison personnel who are in addition to the DER emergency
response team members. This section provided the BRP/PEMA technical liaison i

which resulted in hourly situation reports on the status of the plant and its
environment. The liaison contact was maintained through the use of a dedi-
cated telephone between BRP and the state EOC.

i

Significant events, BRP recommendations, and the latest situation report were
posted in this section. Some significant information provided through the
section was delayed by the written and circulated message traffic process.
The situation analysis process never resulted in a clear depiction of the
actual and projected effects of the incident, to include posting of the area
at risk as a result of plume exposure.

The recom=endations provided by this group appeared to be those generated by
BRP at its headquarters. There was little feedback to the situation analysis
group as to the results of these recommendations. This section, therefore,

. had little interface with decision makers or the operations section.

State Response Teams: There were no general problems Vith the State Response
Team operations. As shesu in other sections of this report, in the individual
areas of responsibility of select state response team, there are areas for
i=provement.

,

Central Area EOC Operations: Was observed as being well manned and operation-
ally sound. No troubles were exhibited.

Bureau of Radiation Protection: (See Accident Assessment.)

.

Dauphin County:

The Dauphin County EOC, as a physical facility, is too small to co=fortably sup- I

port a major nuclear incident response. There is only enough space for the EOC's
regular occupants. Telephones and working areas are needed to support the |
planned additional personnel.

The staffing roster showed sufficient back-up for dispatchers, the medical offi- ;

cer, and a com=unications officer, but no back-up in transportation officer,
police representative and fire representative. |

!

Security was present, but uncoordinated. Throughout the exercise, permission !
of the EM Coordinator was necessary to gain access to the EOC. Once inside the j
EOC, the press had free access to all points in the EOC. The media center was

'

'
not established.

:
i

|
|

]
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Internal information exchange was inadequate with each EOC worker keeping his
own log. Steff meetings called by the EM Coordinator (in his office) were re-
quired for the exchange of information. These meetings interrupted on-going'

processes. There was no central display board, or its equivalent for keeping
staff informed of the situation.

There_vas no support or participation by the county commissioners in Dauphin
County. Two com=issioners were in the Court House Building all day, neither

participated in the exercise. This also adversely affected the PIO function
which is planned to be filled by a county commissioner.

.

The EM Coordinator provided almost all of the coordination at the county level.
He did a good job; however, he was overextended. Likewise, the EH Coordinator
exercised cceplete control over management and decision making. He did a de-
cent job in these areas. Part of .his problem resulted from the shortage of
staff. Hcwever, even among the staff present, it seemed that the system re-
quired everything to flow through the coordinator, whether it be big or small.

In general, the EOC staff had the most current state and Dauphin County plans ,

at their disposal. By and large, they used them and followed them. ;

.

Dauphin County, Londonderry Township: Observers considered direction and con-
'

trol to be one of the strengths of Londonderry Township's operations. The
coordinator was dedicated and decisive and wcs able to coordinate the activities
of all staff members. The township supervisor was present to lend the support j
of public officials. The coordinator was clearly familiar with the Londonderry

- municipal plans, others of the staff were not. In addition, the EOC facility
needs improve =ent.

Phones were on an upper floor, and calls had to be relayed downstairs to the .

EOC proper. This introduced delays and some communications problems. There !

was no clock and no status board was used. Security was not as strict as it should '

have been. Press and cameras were allowed free acces.= to the EOC. ;

!

Lancaster County:

The county EOC, located in the basement of the county court house, is an ex- [
cellent facility for managing emergencies. The operations room is large enough
to handle the entire staff, including elected officials in a comfortable manner. ;

The prese can also be accoccodated in this area. However, should it become ;

necessary, a separate room has been set aside for press briefings. Staffing ;

has been set up on the basis of two 12-hour shifts; thus there appears to be no
;

problem in handling an emergency over an extended period. Security was excel- !

lent. A guard was stationed at the entrance to the EOC who required anyone '

entering to sign in and show some form of identification. |
i

!

Internal information exchange could be improved. There was a good display of !
| maps (10-mile EPZ, ingestion pathway zone, evacuation routes) that were sub-

!
! divided by compass points. Some maps had a mylar overlay that could be used '

| to plot various information, however, this was not done by the county during !
| *

! 1

:

I
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I

the exercise. The message board was not kept up-to-date to include all impor-
-tant messagca. Only the change in classification levels were listed. Some ;.

messages were read out loud while others were given in written form to the
'

individual dealing in the particular subject area of the message. The sessage
,

center was understaffed and overworked. i

Public official support and participation was excellent. All three county |
commissioners took part in the exercise and at least one commissioner-re-
mained in the EOC at all times. I

Coordination appeared to be the weak link in the exercise. Coordination be- . E

tween the various levels of government was very poor. PEMA was not as respon-
sive to county requests to update the county on radiation levels, weather con-
ditions or plant status as the county wanted.. There was no consultation be-
tween the state and county on public information. The occision to shelter :

by the' Lancaster County commissioners was not relayed to the state, other !

counties or even municipalities in their own county. There were some minor i
problems in coordination among the staff-in terms of carrying out a particu- ;

lar respoasibility. These internal problems were rectified and did not [
appear to hinder the county's response in any way.

'

The county co=tissioners and the Emergency Management Coordinator (EHC) exer- '

cised timely decision-making and control. Hopefully with better communications
,

in the operations room, in the future, the EMC will work alongside his staff [and not work out of his office. The EMC coordinated the county operations,
,

letting the staff handle their particular areas of expertise. For the most |
part, this appeared to work well.

|

t
!

All staff me=bers seemed to have a good understanding of the county plan and j
had a copy to consult as needed,

f
Lancaster County, Elizabethtown Borough: The EOC is located in a fire depart- !
ment facility and is satisfactory for direction and control of emergency oper- "

ations. The facility is large and has necessary equipment to provide for the ;

comfort of staff me=bers. It has adequate communications capability. [
I

EOC security was generally very good, but became somewhat relaxed during the i

extensive activity which resulted from the decision to evacuate. ],

Internal information exchange was almost exclusively verbal, with little or i

no attempt to post current data on boards or maps. Because the EOC staff is r

small, this did not i=pede operations during the exercise. Sector maps and
lists of invalids which had been previously prepared were a'vailable and in '

use. ;
'

!,
* Public official support of emergency operations in Elizabethtown is excellent. '

The mayor of the borough was either in the EOC or in constant communication
throughout the exercise. A county com=issioner also visited the EOC during :
the exercise. The mayor was consulted by the coordinator on pertinent de-
cisions. Coordination and ' management decision-making within the borough's

,
structure was very good. The EOC staff are well versed in their respon- !

,

sibilities and carried them out. -

i

s

i'

t

I
_ . ,
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EOC ctnff cembara vera familiar with th2 Entrgcncy Opsrctions Plcn cad'followId ,

it closely during the exercise. There is concern on the part of the borough j
officials that the county plan does not specify adequate coordination with the j'

| municipalities in matters such as school and institutional evacuation which
; have direct effect on the municipalities in which they are located.

Lebanon Count'y:

The EOC facility was quite adequate. The operations room was comfortable, and -

as set up, allcwed for face to face discussion of all information. The walls {of the operations area did provide necessary charts, local, county and state -

maps,' and other display information. Even though the communications room was
,

separated from the operational area, a provision was made to allow for direct i

verbal communications from the coordinator to the control center. Satisfactory
support areas were designated.

Though the county did not simulate a rotation in staff, two 12-hour shifts were f

explained and displayed in the EOC by the coordinator. Security at the install-
,

ation was strict, as identification and registration with a police officer at the
,entrance to the EOC was required and also, entrance into the communications room

was allowed cnly with prior consent of the coordinator. The door to this room
was locked as well.

.i.

The EOC was equipped with proper display facilities, but no plotting of infor- I

mation took place.

i

Internal information exchange within the EOC was basically verbal. The coor- ,

dinator provided infor=ation in a concise manner, but with a limited exchange |of written messares. Some members of the EOC required repetition of direction. *
..

Public officirl? were notified and located above the EOC, however, they did not
directly participate in the exercise. The coordinator showed good knowledge
of his county plans. Coordination of decisions from the EOC were handled in
a timely manner. Coordination between the county EOC and local coordinators '

was adequate and not limited to notification or status changes. On occasion !

local coordinators exercised free play to test alternate responses to the
county plan. The state notified the county EOC regularly as to changes in the i
status of the incident. Upon request of the county coordinator, the state also [responded to his calls concerning any changes or (no changes) in wind-speed or |
radiation levels. Copies of the plan and adjacent county plans were available !
in the operations room.

|
t

Cu=berland County: !
!
.

The EOC has excellent accommodations. Staffing rotation for 24 hour operation
is every 12 hours. The 2nd shif t was activated for this exercise as the 1st i

shift has been involved in previous exercises. Strict security measures were |

enforced by the State Police at the EOC.
,

;

Internal information and displays were very good. All messages were timely - !

logged and distributed to appropriate personnel. Maps and charts were updated
frequently. The PIO briefed staff regularly on status of events, inconing (messages, outgoing releases, etc. Coordination, en the whole, appeared quite ,i

1

|

!

i

|

. .
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good; however, coordination between state and Cumberland County was low. Public. l

officials' support of the exercise was good, as either of two county commissioners.

i was present at one time or another. '

The emergency plan was referred to' frequently and various personnel utilized I

checklists. _ Staff appeared competent and performed well under minimal super-
,

vision. The Emergency Preparedness Coordinator appeared extremely knowledge- ;

able and.in control of the activities during the entire period of the exercise. [

;

Cumberland County, New Cumberland Boroug': The EOC.is located on the 2nd floor ;h
of _ the municipal. building and is large enough to accommodate all activity. Key ;>

personnel ~are assigned to designated work areas. The communications room is ad- |.

'jacent to the EOC'in which two base stations and a 16 station scanner were hooked |
up and operating. The borough does not normally rely on the RACES operators but !

fhas well trained operators to run their own equipment. However, a RACES oper-
ator was present and was used for communications between the county and the ,

municipality. _ Internal information exchange was done verbally from the coor- |
dinator to_ key personnel. Maps and charts showing the EPZ and evacuation '

routes were hung on the wall and a blackboard was available -to announce per- |
tinent information. All activities appeared to be coordinated well with no |
management problems. A copy of the emergency plan was available in the EOC and !,

operations were in accordance with the plan. Public-official response was good I

with the mayor participating in and observing the activities in the EOC during !
the exercise. j

i

RECOMMENDATIONS - DIRECTION AND CONTROL i

7 State Level:

i
11. Protective action recommendations must be coordinated with all counties '

in advance.of a decision to execute, to ascertain the mobilization capabilities ;

, of each county. A short delay (except in an extreme circumstance) may allow all j
'

governmental levels to be ready to implement protective action in an organized
manner and reduce chaos.

12. ~Although the state does not have command over county government, certain *

key events must be coordinated to be effective. These key events include pri-
mary notification / warning of the general public, specific subsequent releases

,

of information. State coordination and timing of county responses to these events [must be improved. Action levels stated in the plans should be reenforced and
{timed by the state when communicating with the counties. Feedback from co mties ;

i should be required to include time actions were initiated. i
i

13. The concept of oerrations concerning loca! school districts should be re- i

viewed with the object being to enhance the coordination between the State De- i

partment of Education, the various school systems and the counties (including !
locals). i

'

14. It is recognized that the compression of time artificially inserted into
a full scale exercise causes certain problems and does not permit the completion
cf some processes which might be called upon in a real incident. The state

,

;
. should now conduct table top exercises and drills of specific elements such as- '
'

Operations and Situation Analysis interface; the use of mobilization status and "

evacuation time estimates in protective action decisions; the message center, !

,

i
-

,

!

'
__ _ . . _ _ _ _ - . ___ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ ~ . _ _ _ _ . _ . , _ . _ . .
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EOC inform tion ficw; cnd tha intcrfcco of c;vsral ctato cgincica in problem
solving where responsibilities interrelate. (Traffic Control, Mass Care
Support, etc.)

,

Dauphin County

15. Enlarge EOC, increase number of telephones, accommodate press in a separate
area within the EOC.

,

16. List back-up staff for some areas to provide full staff rotation.

17. Additional training on latest plans appeared necessary.

18. Provide security procedures and staff assignment for the EOC to include
a current access list.

!

19. Develop a system for internal information exchange. Use a large central
display area to break down status of all important on-going operations, and use
a staff operations officer, not the coordinator to run this function.

20. Delegate more of the present responsibilities and authority of the EOC
coordinator to allow him the time to perform his coordination responsibility. ;

,

Dauphin County, Londonderry Township

21. Conduct drills for staff to better familiarize them with their plans.

22. Phones need to be installed within the EOC proper, and a wall clock should
| also be installed. (Londonderry recognizes this need.)

23. A status board needs to be used to show emergency classification conditions
and other information in such a way that they are easily visable and available
to all EOC staff members.

24. Security should be tightened. Members of the press should be briefed in
a separate room and not allowed to detract from the EOC operations.

Lancaster County

25. The message board should reflect all important notices so that all staff
members will have the opportunity to be kept informed of the latest information.

26. Coordination among the various levels of government is crucial to an effi- >

cient emergency response. Drills should be conducted to improve coordination.
The various plans call for good coordination, however, the commitment of the
individuals involved must be established for such coordination to work.

27. To improve communications in throperations room, it would be beneficial
to have the emergency management coordinator operate in that area. Better

,

staff coordination would result.

!

,

..- ...
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Lancaster County. Elizabethtown Borough

28. Major events, such as current emergency status and locations of emergency
'

teams, should be posted in the EOC.

29. Table-top exercises and drills (on their own) would improve the smoothness
of Elizabethtown's operation and allow the staff to work out coordination and
other problems before a full scale exercise. This is true for every organiza-

,

tion at state, county, and local level. '

30. Plotting of information in the operations room is a necessity. Implementing
this capability would keep all personnel informed and up to date with respect to ,

timely decisions and commitment of resources.
t

31. Future exercises should include the presence of public officials.

Cumberland County, New Cumberland Borough

32. A clock should be available in the EOC to time and note changes in events. {

33. A checklist should be issued in order to make sure all items are covered. '

.

.

.

6

'

!

>

,
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I
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'III. ACCIDEh*T ASSESSMENT
,

.

Calculations.and Projections: The State Bureau of Radiation Protection (BRP) '

has a well-developed capability for calculation of dose projections.- This was
1

obvious from the presence or the proper maps, transparent overlays, and other !
equipment and matzrials used for dose projection. The state's meteorologist '

was in the building and had been alerted early in the exercise that his ser-
vices might be needed. !

. During the ,xercise, the BRP staff demonstrated an excellent working knowledge
| of the TMI generating station and its safety systems. As the scenario pro- '

gressed, all of the proper questions were asked, which would allow BRP to eval- ;
uate the information provided by the utility. The coordination with the utility
was particularly good, and the flow of information was smooth throughout the !

exercise. Because of the way the scenario developed, BRP did not go through .

the mechanics of repeating the utility's dose projections. This was a result of |
the scenario, which called for a simulated release which went very suddenly |
from a very small value to one which-would clearly require protective action. ;

During the early part of the exercise when the simulated release seemed to be !

under control, both the estimated release rate and the ambient monitors in- |

dicated that there was clearly no projected threat to the public. Then when i,

the loss of the cooling water pumps was simulated, the projected release rate
was clearly high enough that protective action was needed. and this was again

.

confirmed by the ambient monitoring. There was, therefore, no need to repeat !

the dose calculations supplied by the utility for the purpose of verifying '

that protective action was needed.

-

(4

The other pri=ary use for dose projections is as a decision-caking tool to deter-
mine what part or parts of the 10-=ile zone should be evacuated. In the case
of Pennsylvania, this is not applicable because the state has adopted a policy *

of all-or-nothing evacuation. Thus, as soon as it is determined that any part
of the 10-mile zone is to be evacuated, the entire zone is evacuated. This

3combination of circumstances made it unnecessary for the state to do detailed
idose projection calculations, though their ability to do so when needed is not
!in doubt.

J
;

Coordination, Liaison: The state's representative at the EOF was BRP's nuclear ;
engineer who is extremely well qualified to assume this role. The licensee kept j

-

the state constantly updated on events and sought the state's input on those i

decisions which would have.offsite impact, i e. , protective actions. The state's.
;

nuclear engineer was in constant communication with 3RP headquarters via an open icommercial telephone line. The communications set-up was most effectiv When |.

the decision wa: made to recommend evacuation, a four way conversation was set
}up between the BRP nuclear engineer, the licensee, and the director of BRP and ;

his evaluation assistant via this open phone circuit. The entire process of I

accident assessment and protective action recommendations was most professional ,

and very effective.
,

|
\

| l
i

'

)
|
,
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Th::a ic ona potcntial diccrspancy etncarning licenocs-steto ep2rctiena ct th2
,

EOF. The BRP plan states that the state monitoring team captain will report
to the EOF and direct the stete's monitoring teams from that location. How-

"

ever, the BRP plan also states that in the case of TMI, the teams will
be directed from BRP Headquarters via radio, but does not relieve the monitoring
team captain of the responsibility of reporting to the EOF in order to also
participate in the overall evaluation of all field monitoring data. In this
particular exercise, this did nct precent a problem since there was not an
overwhelming amount of field monitoring data. The state's data was received
in the EOF and posted on the status board along with the licensee's data.

,

There was general agreement; therefore, no pt:blems arose which required re- -

solution.
i

5BRP was able to com=unicate with the site and the EOF via a dedicated telephone,

'

line. They also spoke to the state nuclear engineer at the EOF on a regular
commercial telephone line. In the event of a problem with the telephone lines, ;

the state nuclear engineer could communicate with BRP via two-way radio.

No problems in communication between BRP and EOF were observed. Technical
data was supplied to BRP and field monitoring data was supplied to the site.

The technical data would be interpreted, if necessary, by the site. Questions
were readily answered. At no time during the exercise did there appear to be,

a problem with information flow in either direction.

The four basic elements of readiness: facility and systems; organization, staff
and field; plans and SOPS; and training were met or exceeded at the EOF. The
utility represer_tative in charge at the EOF demonstrated exceptional leadership '

, and coordination abilities.
;

Monitoring: The radiological monitoring teams dispatched by the Bureau of Radio-
logical Protection perfor=ed in a professional and competent manner. Proble=s
that developed during the course of the exercise were due primarily to plan and !

exercise deficiencies.
!

The health physiciste leading the two monitoring teams were notified at home ;
shortly after viou, that an " accident" at TMI had escalated to the Alert !

stage. At 0807, BRP Headquarters called the health physicists at their region-
al office and ordered them to get their teams and equipment and deploy to the
field. Information provided at the time included wind speed and direction and
the initial locations fro = which to take readings. This early deployment caused
confusion on the part of the monitoring teams because a Site Emergency was not

,yet declared and the teams were not informed of other reasons for their deploy- *

(The site had stated that an escalation to Site Emergency appeared immi-ment. '

nent.)
i

Although the collection of the required monitoring equipment appeared a bit hap- i
hazard due to the lack of an equipment checklist, all prescribed equipment was I
available, operational, and had been calibrated within the past 12 months. Dated i
items, such as filters and cartridges, were also within time lheits. However, !

Barium 133 calibration source was not available as a source for field calibra- ,

tion of equipment. '

- .- .. .. - - . -_ - . .
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i

After loading the vehicles which belonged to other state agencies and were I

borrowed ~ for the exercise, the teams radioed BRP HQ that they were 1.n-route,

to the designated monitoring locations. (According to the plan, however,
field teams are not to be mobilized until the declaration of a site emer- i

gency.) The teams arrived at their locations at 0900 and 0903, respectively.
As it turned out, both teams remained at these same locations for the dura-
tion of the exercise. ,

All instruments were properly set up and used. The monitors are regular state j

e=ployees, fully trained in equipment operation and health physics, and ex-
tremely competent. (Back-up 24-hour staffing is to be provided by B2P Area !
offices, though observers were unable to evaluate how changes in shitts would !
be accomplished.) Operating procedures were committed to memory, though SOPS '

and checklists were available in the vehicles for reference. Readings were '

radioed into BRP HQ in a timely manner, although the exercise identifier was !

frequently ommitted. Readings by only one team were maintained in a log book ;

noting time and measurement, while the other team did not. !

!

Tea = dosimeter readings were not reported to BRP HQ, although observers were [advised that the plan does not require reports unless requested by BRP or field
levels reach certain levels. This level is unclear, as neither team reported ;

their dosage levels, and only one team maintained a log of personal dosimetry !-

read ings.
i

i

Personal dosi=etry used included two self-reading types in two ranges, 0-20=R
and 0-200mR, cnd two types of thermo-luminescent dosimeters, monthly and an
annual TLD card. Overall, exposure control for these particular emergency i

. workers was considered inadequate, as a thyroid-blocking agent (potassium io- idide), protective clothing, and specialized breathing apparatus were not avail- !

able.
,

i

Radio com=unications used by the tea =s was generally effective, though proble=s i

with the BRP intercom forced the teams to use another state agency's frequency
on a repeater syste=.

Infor=ation flow betwet. BRP HQ and the field teams was inconsistent. There was !
no notification to the tea =s regarding the escalation of the " accident" to
a site area e=ergency, nor were there explanations as to why an emergency action
level had been escalated (i.e. , no updates on plant status). This deficiency

,

was particularly important when the order came from BRP HQ at 1225, to evac- !,

uate the area. The lack of information on the track of the plume led the teams i
to drive through the high concentration readings on their way back to the
office.

At the conclusion of the exercise, decontamination of clothing, skin and equip- fment was simulated at the office. *

Recommendations - Shelter, Evt.uation: The recommended evacuation of the entire
10-mile zone is appropriate given the exercise scenario. In the case of Pennsyl-
vania, though, all evacuations will cover the entire 10-mile zone. This is a I

!
,

t

v

i
r
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policy decision which is known to_ the BRP staff, has been discussed in hearings, |
but is not contained in the written BRP standard operating procedures. [

.

,

;

| The decision to evacuate on an all-or-nothing bases has been carefully con-
,

sidered by the state, and it is not the intent of this statement to dispute
,

-that' decision. However, if: this is in fact a standard operating procedure in :

Pennsylvania, it should be clearly stated in the plan. i

Early in the exercise, sheltering was considered in the low-population zone and ;
it was promptly recommended by BRP that cattle be placed on stored feed (there '

was a_ long delay in concurring in this recommendation by the Pennsylvania Depart- !
ment of Agriculture). After the evacuation was recommended, ERP recommended |

_

milk monitoring beginning with the af ternoon milking. It is therefore the ;

opinion of the observers that the protective actions vere well considered and |
'Properly _ recommended.

i
Sampling Teams, Laboratory Capabilities, Response Time: Two sampling teams-par- !

! ticipated in the IMI exercise. One team was from the Pennsylvania Department.of !
Agriculture and obtained samples of milk, forage, feed and farm water. The sec- !
ond team was from the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources and ob- i

*
,

tained municipal water samples.
,

'
t

The first team from the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture was notified by {the EOC at 0950, 2 June 81 and immediately proceeded to three representative i

far=s within the 1 to k mile radius of TMI. They obtained necessary samples
in plastic sample bags and labeled each sample accurately. This two man tea =

i

was wearing two dosimeters each and were familiar with their operation. All [samples were prceptly delivered at 1135 to the Pennsylvania Radiological Lab--

i;
'

oratory for analysis. Members of this team were experienced, dedicated Sana- [tarians familiar with their assigned roles and accomplished the mission effi-
[ciently and in a timely manner. The Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture ;

appeared well~ organized with considerable emphasis placed on emergency oper-
ations. They had area maps, detailing AAP information, location of milk pro- ,
cessors, and other agribusinesses.

The second sa=pling team from the Department of Environmental Resources was i

:
notified by the EOC at 1022 and immediately proceeded to obtain municipal {water samples from the surrounding area of TMI. The last field sample was i

taken at 1109 and promptly delivered to the Pennsylvania Radiological lab- (
oratory for analysis at 1130.

In an actual emergency both of these teams would have contributed to the acci-
ident assessment by providing near site, real time samples for laboratory anal-
!

ysis. While laboratory capabilities are properly evaluated at the time of plan
j.review and by quality assurance checks, all observations at the time of the !

exercise indicated an excellent capability for laboratory analysis. Overall, I
the sampling and laboratory capabilities appear to be very good. |

|
'

.

I
'

!
!

I
!

!

f
)

!
!

!

!
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RECOMMENDATIONS - ACCIDENT ASSESSMENT
,

.

34. The role of the monitoring team captain in the special case of TM1
<

should be clarified in BRP's procedures because it differs from that used ,

for other fixed nuclear facilities in the state.

35. Improve concunications/information flow between BRP HQ and the field non- '

itoring teams, particularly as regards decisions overriding established SOPS
and changes in emergency action levels and updates on plant status.

P

36. A checklist for all prescribed equipment and supplies should be utilized
each time the field monitoring teams are deployed.

i

37. A bariu= 133 calibration source should be included in emergency kits as
the source for field calibrat'on of air samplers and related equipment.

38. Field monitoring teams should be deployed to several areas so as to eval-
uate response times and the cbility to set-up and care for equipment, as well
as to verify the geographic area and concentration of the plume.

39. BRP should develop (in advance) 24-hour shifts for field monitoring teams-

to be drawn from all BRP area offices.
,

40. A log book should be maintained by field monitoring teams which includes
infor=ation on the time that a reading was taken, measurements taken, and an
indication that readings were communicated to BRP HQ.

'

41. Exposure control for emergency workers must be improved by the provision of
protective clothing, specialized breathing apparatus and potassiu= iodide, pre-

.

-

ferably as part of regular emerbancy kits. This would also allow the teams to !

re=ain in the field for a longer period of time.

42. BRP should seek to acquire their own vehicles and radio links to assure con-
trol and availability in any situation.

43. Field monitoring teams must be kept apprised of the direction and status of
the plume, particularly when the decision to evacuate teams is made.

44. The state's policy to evacuate the entire 10-mile EPZ should be stated in
the concept of operations section of the state plan and the BRP plan. I

!

,

f
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p IV. EXPOSURE CONTROL- 't

| '

Dosimetry and Records
; '

I

; Dauphin County: A RADEF officer was present at the EOC. He reported receiving I

600 CDV-742s and 600 CDV-730s from PEMA shortly before the exercise. Addition-
,

al instruments (type and quantity _not revealed) are stored at the county. The
'

-RADEF~ officer apparently did not consider the problem of distributing dosimetry
equipment to Londonderry Township. Rather late into the Site Emergency phase -;
(1045), the township'vas requested by the county to pick up the necessary equip- i

ment at the county EOC since the county had no means.of distribution. This [would have been a major problem had there been an actual incident at TM1. In ,

fact, it was never determined whether Londonderry Township did, indeed, pick,
,

up the equipment. At 1115 equipment was picked up by the Red Cross for dis- !

tribution to Halifax High School (mass care center).
.

:

No dosimetry equipment was issued to the members of the Londonderry Fire Co-
,

mpany. The Londonderry Fire Company responded to the on-site fire and did not !

receive dosimetry upon entering the Island. The local Deputy Fire Chief, Mel,
'

Hershey, who has previous experience in responding to THI, maintained they i

,

usually are issued dosimetry at the gate. This was not done for the exercise.,

;

There was dosimetry issued to the personnel operating the Mass Care Center I
located at the Halifax School. This was done at 1210, after the evacuation
had btgun. There is some indication that there was a need for training in i

a

'
their use. The instructions to the Mass care Center personnel were i
to tal readings every thirty cinutes and report to the Mass Care Red Cross

;Coorttaator every two hours.'
'

i

Lancaster County: Lancaster County had previously distributed the dosimetry i
and trained the emergency workers in its use. The dosimetry consisted of high !

level and low level instruments along with TLDs (it was apparent that additional
;TLDs were needed) and record forms. The users were instructed to take readings I

at 15 minute intervals and report to the county coordinator any change in the e

readings.
i

!
Elisabethtown Borough had previously distributed dosimetry and had people trained !in its use. Their record keeping was good but they were not issued TLDs. i

!State Police: All state police personnel operating in the field had high and r

; low range dosimeters as well as TLDs. However, it appears that they had not
{been instructed to read the dosimeters periodically or to keep any records
iof readings. !
r

iDecontamination: A sample decontamination center for emergency workers was iestablished at the Lancaster City Fire Station Number 6. Also decontamination !centers were set up at mass care centers in Lancaster, Dauphin and Union Counties.
iThe individuals staffing the centers appeared to be well trained on the pro- !"

cedures for monitoring people (both whole body and thyroid) and for decon- I
tamination. Extra clothing was not on hand, but had it been an actual emer-

[gency a request would have been made to Red Cross. Also, plastic trash bags
}

; would be needed for depositing contaminated materials. These could have been
; provided had they been needed.
! :'

>

f

!
!

!
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Access Control: Access control, as demonstrated in the exercise evasisted
of two sets of points with different and distinct functions:,

Six posts on Pennsylvania route 441 in the vicinity of the TMI pl.nt. These
posts are intended to control traffic near the plant in the earliest itages of
the accident.

.

A series of posts on routes near the EPZ boundary. These are intended to res--

j trict public entry into the EPZ after evacuation is complete, for both security
4 and exposure control purposes. These, posts will be manned by Pennsylvania

State Police officers and local police, although only the state police parti-,

j cipated in the exercise. Thirteen access control' points have been identified
in-Dauphin County and six in Lancaster County. (Note that these points are,

2 not adequate to insure 100% exclusion of the public to the EPZ hazard area,

| - but this is a plan rather than an exercise matter.) In the exercise, two
points were actually established in each county.

~

;

Access control near the TMI plant site was promptly and effectively established

! by PSP personnel. Federal observers visited the'six locations between Middletown
'and Falmouth designated as Access Control Points for the pihat area and found
all of them manned bj properly equipped and knowledgeable Pennsylvania State
Police members, who had been assigned to the posts at the start of their shifts-

(0715) and instructed to remain in place until relieved or otherwise ordered
to return to patrol duty. Equipment on hand, in addition to standard. police
issue, included properly calibrated dosimeters, TLDs and geiger counters.
The officers were ma1ntaining a radio watch and communicating between their
respective posts thereby enhancing the effectiveness of their control mission.

." It was noted, however, that there were no provisions for barricades and other
traffic control devices, which would be needed should total closure of Route
441 belrequired.

EPZ Boundarv: As noted in the introduction, two access control points were set
up in Dauphin County and two in Lancaster County.

The two points in Dauphin County were observed by the federal team. The Pennsyl-
i vania State Police officers manning these posts were knowledgeable about their

function. They had been ordered into place at about 0800, long before the gen-
eral emergency stage when access control would be required. It does not appear,
however, that the. officers were told to control access immediately, so their,

early crrival, while unreal 1= tic, would not cause any problem. PENNDOT was-

supposed to provide a truck with barricades and other traffic control devices

to each post. However, the trucks never arrived, a serious exercise deficiency
probably indicating poor coordination between PSP, PENNDOT, and Dauphin County.

', The two Lancaster County Pennsylvania State Police access control posts were
inadvertently disbanded at 1400, before the federal observers arrived. How-
ever, the federal team did interview the officers involved at the troop head-
quarters in Lancaster later. It appears that they had been in place at the
proper locations. A PENNDOT truck was also at each post. Apparently, the i

deployment of the PENNDOT crews was done Ly the county PENNDOT yard based on fa request from the Lancaster County Emergency Coordinator, Paul Leese. This j

|
:
1
!

,
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ccti:n w s not coordin:ted with tha PENNDOT staff at the state EOC so they were
' unaware of the situation - another example of the poor coordination between the
various agencies involved. Unfortunately, it appears that the posts were told-

to establish simulated control of access on the asrigned routes upon errival
(about 1000). This is obviously long before such access control would be est-
ablished in an actual emergency. Again, this indicates a serious lack of coor-
dination between 'he county EOC, the Pennsylvania State Police liaison officer
in the county, tle PENNDOT county yard, and the PENNDOT and Pennsylvania State '
Police staffs at the state EOC. (This lack of coordination is perhaps best
evidenced by the fact that at about 1100, the PENNDOT staff at the state EOC
received a routine notice from their headquarters rtdio command post in Harris-
hurt that routes 441 at Marietta and 283 at Mount Joy were closed. This created
considerable confusion since no closure had been ordered, nor would any be
ordered for several hourt.) Given the mistakes made in establishing just four
of the access control posts, the exercise did not satisfactorily demonstrate
the implementability of the state / county access control plan.

Potassium Iodide (KI): The state plan indicates that KI would be prepositioned
throughout the five county area. The locations ind number of units at each
location were identified according to the emergency personnel who would res-
pond in this type of accident situation. Further, the state plan identifies
the Health Department as responsible for the decision to utilize the KI.

,

The Health Department EOC personnel were confronted with the fact that KI was i

not prepositioned at the sites identified and there was no KI in the area. They
took the following actions:

Identification of Source of KI: They contacted a manufacturer in Illinois
and requested 15,000 units of Kl. The representative stated that they had it
available. (However, the person sta ted there are times when no KI is available.)

Transportation: State Healah representatives discussed the problem of trans-
port with the National Guard personnel. The National Guard representatives con-
tacted the Illinois National Cuard and they stated they could fly the KI ship-
ment to Harrisburg. It was finally decided that they should land in Fort Indian-
town Gap because they could anticipata the closing and/or traffic problems asso-
ciated with the Harrisburg Airports. From Fort Indiantown Gap, the Pennsylvania
National Guard via helicopters would transport the KI to three hospitals. Arrange- <

ments were made for a health department representative to be at Fort Indiantown
,

Gap to divide the units of KI for each hospital and the area of distribution to |
the counties.

Distribution to Counties: All county representatives were contacted and

agreed to pick up the KI at the hospitals for distribution to the emergency
personnel as indicated in the plan. Distribution from county to emergency '

workers was not planned and would have been ad hoc.

Decision on Use of KI: The decision to use KI is determined by the Secret- -

ary of Health and the factor to be considered is the level of exposure. Because
of a lack of readings from the field, it was impossible to obtain accurate
read f.ngs. Therefore, the decision was based on the fact that emergency person-
r:1 would be exposed and the advantages of use outweighted the potential dis-
advantages, i

,

I

,
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Under the circumstances, the Health Department EOC personnel did an excellent
job. In a period of approximately five hours, they had identified a source

'

of KI, coordinated with other departments, arranged for transportation, con-
tacted counties for distribution and made the decision for use of KI. They
had to improvise and proceed through a proc 2ss of decision making which will
enable them to prepare for unexpected needs that may arise.

Ingestion Pathway: The Department of Agriculture ably demonstrated their
capabilities of taking milk, feed and water samples from the dairy farms in
the 5 mile EPZ and northeast of TMI. Three (3) farms were sampled. In actual
accident, a randomly selected sampling procedure based on up-to-date herd lists
in the area would be more meaningful. This list as called for in the state plcn
was not available at the state EOC. In addition to this list the state plans
also call for maintaining a site-specific, current list of food and food stuff
processors, wholesalers, or retailers handling agricultural, dairy or other.

food products grown or raised within the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ. None
was available at the state EOC.

The state plan also states that the Bureau of Food and Chemistry will issue
guidance on evaluating and preventing radioactive centacination of foods and :

animal foods and on the control and use of contaminated products. However, no -

- official standard or recommended limits of radioactivity has been established
by the state or FDA from which to make a decision. The FDA recommendation as
prescribed in the Federal Register of December 18,1978 (Volume 43, Number 242)
does not constitute regulation.

The ability of the state to make an assessment of crop and Jivestock losses re-
sulting from an incident was not demonstrated. Specific procedures may be needed ',

to be in place for this purpose.

Thrce (3) advisory press releases were issued after full evacuation. One for
food processors in the ingestion pathway, one for the general handling of con-
taminated food products and one for extension workers on the whereabouts of the
farmers from the area. The " canned" or pre-prepared press releases seem to
be appropriate. Finalized copies of the advisories were not given to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

RECOMMENDATIONS - EXPOSURE CONTROL

45. All personnel assigned to field operations in the EPZ must have:

The proper dosimetry issued at an early stage of the emergency. Thea.
best means is through predistribution to lowest organizational level,

b. Training in how to read the dosimeters.

Specific instructions for regular, periodic reading of their dosimetersc.
and recording of doses, if any,

d. Specific instructions for reporting doses and obtaining advice on haz-
ardous corditions.

Further, all jurisdictions must have appropriate procedures for maintaining the
dose records of their workers and retaining those records for an appropriate
perioc.

_ _ . _ ._
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46. The coordination among all personnel involved in access control must be
* improved. In particular, the responsibilities and authorities of each level

'in activating, manning, and equipping access control points must be clearly
defined.

47. A Department of Health SOP should be included in the state plan that uti-
lizes a process for obtaining and distributing KI similar to what was done in
the exeref je in the event additional K1 is needed beyond what is to be pre-
positioned in the counties. At least two sources of KI should be id'entified
and drop points for distribution should be identified.

48. The Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture's procedures should include pro-
visions for up-to-date herd lists, agriculture growers and processors, etc. to
be available at the state EOC during an incident, as required in the plan.

49. Copier of press releases containing agriculture and ingestion pathway infor-
mation should be provided to the Department of Agriculture.

.

'

.

>

t
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V. PROTECTIVE ACTION
!

.

State Level:
;
,

Beyond decision-making, the state's only protective action demonstration con- [
sisted of the establishment of four traffic control points - two in Lancaster !
County and two in Dauphin. These points were manned by Pennsylvania-State |
Police personnel. The function of the traffic control points is to monitor [

~

and if necessary, facilitate the outward bound flow of evacuation traffic.
[

The Lancaster County points were inadvertently closed down prior to being ;

visited by federal observers. However, the officers who manned them were [
interviewed later by the observers at the troop headquarters in Lancaster ;

County and demonstrated the high level of competence found in'other Pennsyl- !

vania State Police exercise participation. j
;

In Dauphin County, the two traffic control posts were visited by the federal ;

observer. These were manned at about 1000, and the officers remained until !

1430. The officers appested to know their function. However, since there
|was no actual evacuation traffic, it is Lspossible to observe and evaluate :

their performance. It was noted that one officer assigned to the very com- t

plex I-81-US 22/322 Interchange north of Harrisburg placed his vehicle in the j
-

median of I-81 just west of the interchange. In an actual evacuation, the ;

probable heaviest flow of traffic would be northbound on US 22/322, so the 1officer was not in the best position to perform his monitoring function.
|
!

In evaluating traffic control in the exercise, it should be noted that the !
plans identify some 60 or more posts throughout the five counties on routes

{
.-

1eading to shelter areas. These posts will require several hundred officers.
The exercise demonstration consisted of only four points. Further, the- i
Pennsylvania State Police command ordered the officers in place at the " site ;

emergency" level, so the four posts were manned and operational long before i
the evacuation order. Given these artificialities, it is impossible tr eval- 1

uste whether the entire Pennsylvania State Police traffic control plan could
be bnplemented promptly.

i
.

Local Level: '
,

.;

Dauphin Countv: Dauphin County EOC, through its Medical Officer, adequately !
coordinated with Londonderry Township, the assessing of transportation and
ambulance needs for its population with impaired mobility. This was done by !

,

requesting the assemblage of necessary vehicles at the City Island staging
|area.
1

The school evacuation plan at Londonderry Elementary School seemed to go well. .[
Buses were assembled in time, and the county reported to PEMA the need for 13 jadditional school buses in time. However, by 1200, the additional buses were ;

~ \ - not obtained yet through PEMA.
!
l

Londonderry Township did not implement route alerting, as planned in the exer- [cise. The fire companies knew nothing of this; however, the municipal EM Coor- i
,

dinator said that a private contractor has been hired to do this. The use of
|the contractor was not demonstrated and the plan does not state a contractor

will do the route alerting.
.

'

,
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in gen:rol D:uphin Csunty's cbility to implem:nt a full ccclo cvacu tion
properly was severely hampered due to the absence of many key staff. The
police, fire, transportation, PIO, and Agricultural Extension agent coordin--

ators were not in the EOC since the county did not intend for volunteers to
participate.

Lancaster Countv: Although problems developed during the course of the exer-
cise, Lancaster County demonstrated a basic ability to implement protective
actions during an emergency at TM1. .

When the evacuation order was received, the county did establish transportation
needs and simulated obtaining transportation for those people without private
vehicles. Ambulances were called and sent to all municipal EOCs within the
10-mile EPZ for invalids living at home. Although this was simulated, the pre-
cise number of invalids was determined. Bus companies were actually called,
asked to provide a certain number of buses and asked to provide the county with ;

the present estLmate of gasoline stock. Confusion was apparent as to whose res-
ponsibility it was to evacuate people in hospitals and nursing homes. After a
long delay, it was determined that it is the responsibility of the institutions
the=selves. This decision was not in accord with the county plans.

When the evacuation decision was relayed from the county, the Elizabethtown
'

,

Borough plan was put into affect. This included evaluating the need for buses
for residents without transporta: ion and extra ambulances for invalids. These
needs were relayed to the county and responded to with only one problem, which
was that a few of the buse: were directed to a local school rather than to the
EOC as requested. This is an exa=ple of the unsatisfactory municipality / county
coordination which existed throughout the exercise. School evacuation is a

- county responsibility but was not coordinated with the municipality. Evac-
uation information could have been better coordinated by the Borough PIO in
terms of county-released EBS messages and route alerting, but borough residents

; were provided with information brochures in a March 81 mailing which they were
instructed to save.

Mass Care: The Mass Care activity was coordinated by the state EOC; but most
of the functioning and support was accomplished at the local level. The state
provided support to the county operations upon request. In general, the commun-
ications links were satisfactory. The Red Cross provided the bulk of the on
site services and were supported by RACES, and the county government. The Red
Crost has its own system and organizational structure that was superimposed on
the governmental structure. As this system can also work independently of the
government, close liaison and establishment of procedures are mandatory.

The state was asked how they would provide food and bedding. The state could not
provide the necessary cots and blankets for the mass care centers. They had no
plan for obtaining additional food but felt it would present no problem as they
could obtain it via the school feeding programs and be supplemented by volunteer
agencies. Although this system could work, some preliminary planning as to how to
obtain USDA food, obtaining volume figures for shipping, resource lists for food
and food preparation and serving and cican up items is indicated.

The Red Cross served as county mass care coordinators in most counties. Alternate
staffing should be considered. |

- - - -_- - . . ..
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The situations vary from county to county and not all the remarks indicated

| above apply. One notable exception is in Union County, a host county, where
,

the Red Cross is a support role. The host area mass care performance was reputed| -

as excellent.

Dauphin County: The Red Cross Director (Daniel Wagener) from Harrisburg acted
as the Mass Care Coordinator at the Dauphin County EOC. He did say that they
were in the process of hiring and training a mass care coordinator. The Red
Cross Director should remain in his office and not operate from the county EOC.
However, this is a problem that they are aware of and are trying to correct.

The Red Cross's main responsibility in Dauphin County is to care for and pro-
vide food, clothing, etc., to evacuees once they arrive at reception / mass care
centers; which they are also responsible for setting up and properly stocking.
The setting up of reception centers is done by a Red Crosv Shelter Manager.
They presently have 66 trained shelter managers which allows 2 for each shelter.
There is also a Registered Nurse present at every mass care center. The Red
Cross Director said that they are constantly giving training courses and are
soon putting on a shelter manager course for the school principals so that in
a real emergency they would be qualified to set up a mass care center. They
would run two 12-hour shifts. A lot of the volunteers are school employees and
could start managing the reception center almost immediately. The Halifax-

School owns its own buses. They also have their own police, therefore, sec-
urity measures could be put into effect almost immediately.

There is currently enough food stored at the Halifax School for 3 days care.
There are enough paper plates, plastic ware, etc., for one entire day that

- could be readily replenished. The Red Cross County Mass Care Coordinator said
that local arrangecents have been rade with the local grocery stores outside
of the 10-c11e EPZ to supply them with perishables, milk, etc., things that
are not supplied by USDA. Stocks are maintained in Halifax School during summer '

vacation since they have a summer program.

The Halifax School gym is' equipped with showers for the decontamination process.
The Red Cross has also made arrangements with the Seven-Day Adventist Church
which is located 5 miles from Halifax School to deliver prepackaged containers
of used clothing to replace contaminated clothing. The school also has dumpsters
located outside of the gym doors which they plan to use for decontaminated
clothing.

Red Cross has available only 10% of the cots needed so they tould be distri-
buted to the elderly first.- They said they could request 1,400 from the
Philadelphia Red Cross and 2,000 from National Headquarters. There are 120
cots stored in the county (station No. 9) and there are 400 stored at the
State Hospital.

The Halifax School, according to their county plan, is designated to be the i

pickup point for school children, as well as the main distribution point and
warehouse. They are presently working on plans to develop a distribution center

.

instead of having to rely upon the Halifax School as their main distribution '

point and warehouse, which the Red Cross feels is unrealistic. '

._. . - . . . -.
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Lancaster County: The county, using Red Cross as a lead organization, pro-
vided mass care in accordance with the county plan. The Red Cross Disaster !.

Director has experience in many actual disasters and has the knowledge and
leadership to perform in an outstanding manner. The EOC operation controlled
the mass care operation.

Although there was not a full complement of eupport (police, medical, etc.) at
the reception center, the leadership was able to demonstrate that the plan is
workable. Problems were anticipated and the leadership has an excellent under-

|standing of the overall plan.

At the mass care center, the key staff had knowledge of their assignments and
felt confident they could do the job if necessary. The county has a plan to
feed the people for up to 10 days and felt additional resources could be eb-
tained during the 10 day period to meet any long range needs.

The plan for the school evacuation to a point distinct from the mass care is
good. Mass care will be provided at the pick up point.

Lebanon County: The designeted mass care center serves also as a decontamin-
ation area. There is a separate entrance, shower room, and clothing provided
by churches, local distributors and the Red Cross " voucher" plan.-

People are to remain informed via the shelter manager via the Red Cros: officer
in the EOC. Registration will be handled by individuals predesignated in the
Lebanon County plan, Annex B (Volunteers). While evacuation time is being
determined, Red Cross is using this time to run a food inventory on the center.
A 3-day menu has already been established, The Red Cross has written agreemencs
with all schools in the county concerning evacuation. There are many mass care i

centers ide.?ifiable for evacuation purposes outside the 10-mile area and more
than enough spaces available should they have to evacuate.

Cumberland County: Red Cross Representative and Mass Care Officer are one in
the same. Com=unications between EOC and mass care centers were through RACES as !

during 1979 incident. There was no telephone capability. Sufficient stacks of
cots and blankets were available at Fort Indiantown Gap and transportion was';

simulated by Halls Motor Freight Inc. Volunteers were alerted to await parents
for children not picked up in anticipated time frames. Plan for re-supply of
food arranged by Red Cross.

=The observer was advised that 24-hour call activation list does not contain home
telephone numbers.

Evacuation Support: In summary, the directors provided strong leadership in
both the Central Area EOC and Union County. Both EOCs had at least five to
nine group specialists, ecch being supported by two to four supportive people
or representatives.

There was concern by host county officials that evacuees would not have suf-
ficient information on host county facilities and the type of support to be
provided them. Adequate plans and procedures were used by the central area EOC,
in the central area and Union County. The Red Cross was assigned as a resource /
response member of the t'eam. Decontamination procedures were acted out/ role
playing.

. _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _. - - - - _ --
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Medical /Public Health: Two area hospitals agreed to participate in the exer-
*

cise; Harrisburg Hospital played the entire drill (although simulating certain
aspects) and Hershey Medical Center agreed to play only the reception and treat-
ment of a contaminated worker.

Harrisburg Hospital, alerted by Dauphin EOC at 0809, did adequately Laplement
its disaster response plan. The plan was well developed and consistent with
the county plan. The Harrisburg Hospital exhibited a capability, through
simulation, to respond to the tested situation and properly evacuate its
facility, if ordered. In summary, the Harrisburg Hospita.1 did respond out-
standingly, with key staff demonstrating a capability and efficiency in imple-
menting their response.

Hershey Medical Center, due to the on-again-off-again nature of this exercise,
was not able to participate in the full exercise when the exercise was finally
firmed up opting instead to saly p7sy the reception of a radiologically contam-
inated and injured utility worker. The Hershey Medical Center's response was
also observed and video-taped in toto by the operator and Radiation Management
Corporaticn, Inc. , a private organization that provides emergency medical res-
ponse to accidents for Three Mile Island.

'

Hershey Medical Center did respond appropriately to the planned situation,
handling coordination with the utility, notification of hospital staff, security
and protection of staff /non-contaminated patients, shifting of medical control
fro = the utility's health physicists to emergency room staff when the injured
worker arrived, and proper medical treatment to the contaminated worker. The

. hospital demonstrated a capability to handle its responsibilities. It did not
test its capability to evacuate the hospital, if so ordered, but interviews with
key hospital executives suggested such an action could be accomplished. The
hospital's emergency plan was reviewed in detail and it appears adequate. ,

Emergency Services Response to Site: At 0926, Londonderry Fire Department was
alerted and the Chief was directed to the Township Building. Deputy Chief,
Mel Hersey, was left in charge.

The Deputy Chief informed me that they had distributed questionaires requesting
information on invalids and other handicapped persons and had a knowledge of
their locations. The Deputy Chief and the members of the fire company displayed
very little knowledge of the local emergency plan. They were efficient fire
fighters and so proved it at the on-site fire.

At 1111, the Londonderry Fire Department Ambulance responded to the North Gate
of TMI to transport a contamir.ated victim to the Hershey Hospital. At 1121, a
radio message dispatched the Londonderry Fire Company to a simulated incident
at TM1. Four pieces of equipment including an ambulance responded from London-
derry designated # 54 and three pieces of apparatus responded from the Union
Fire Company of Middletown. (The Middletown people were not informed it was an
exercise.) The apparatus was met at the gate and escorted to the simulated
fire scene. Only the Londonderry and the Plant Fire Brigade attacked the fire.
An Air National Guard foam truck crrived and put down a blanket of foam while
large diameter hoses protected the cooling towers and a storage tank of diesel
fuel. The fire was declared out at 1211. The whole operation went smoothly
and except for a misunderstood order edout a hydrant it was a successful job.
Londonderry Fire Company left TMI at approximately 1320.

-.-
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RECQ{dENDATIONS - PROTECTIVE ACTIONS

50. Where a traffic control post is set up on a grade-separated interchange.
the instructions to the officers should probably include the specific location-

within the interchange complex where the units should be placed.

51. Dauphin County should conduct a county level drill of its ECC staff to
train those staff me=bers who did not participate in this exercise on the
latest edition of the plan.

52. Municipal plans, especially Londonderry, should be reviewed to insure it
is clear who is responsible for route alerting. Also, once assigned to route
alerting, a unit cannot change its assignment until alerting is completed.

53. Lancaster County must determine if evacuations of hospitals and nursing
homes will be a county or institution responsibility. The county plan must
reflect that decision.

54. State and local plans and public information releases should be changed i

to reflect that evacuees should bring bedding with them. Cots and blankets would
still be available at the mass care centers; but the number needed would be
greatly reduced. Also the number requested from outside resources may be

- eliminated.
,

55. The county EOC mass care coordinator should not be the Red Cross Represent- -

ative. Although the functions are similar each person has a distinct mission.
The Red Cross should be in support of the mass care operation not coordinate it.

. 56. PEMA should develop implementing insttuctions for obtaining food and other
*

supplies from USDA and other resources to include contracts, quantities, delivery
plans, special needs, and to anticipate county needs.

57. Implementing instructions and SOPS for Red Cross, RACES, School Districts
are needed since they have responsibilities in the plans. The Red Cross has ,

'

already determined it needs local SOPS.

58. In Dauphin County the Halifax operations should be separated. There is
not sufficient space for supply point, mass care center, reception center, and
student pick up point. There is too much activity in one location.

59. Plans should indicate School pick up points will need tie in with county ;
EOC. Also the mass care coordination for pick up points should be covered.

60. Mass care emergency worker lists (and other emergency worker lists) should
contain home phone numbers. ,

'

61. Emergency public information, pertaining to health and comfort items to be
taken to mass care centers, the type of support to be provided at centers, and
the locations of centers, which is in draft form, should be provided to host
counties as well as evacuees. >

;

I
4
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VI. COMMUNICATIONS

State Level:
*

The alerting and notification of PEMA officials and key staff went pretty
much according to the plan. No problems were identified with regard to this o

phase. The state E0C utilizes an automatic call forwarding device which is
programmable to automatically route after duty calls to the staff duty officer.
This negates the need to constantly update a duty officer roster for the utility
and other response agencies. Key officials are also furnished with voice mes-
sage pagers which allow for receipt of emergency messages. .

!

The state EOC enjoys a multiplicity of radio and land-line communications syste=s ,

to the utility, counties and other response agencies. These will be covered
briefly on an individual basis.

National Warning System (NAWAS): Two terminals are currently installed at TMI,

in each of the operating consoles. This provides a direct link into the state
EOC and the state police communications center. As best as I could determine, |

NAWAS was never utilized at any point in the exercise (this does not imply a
problem area, just that other means were utilized in lieu of NAWAS). ,

+.

'

Hotline to BRP: A dedicated land-line circuit utilized throughout the exercise
as the primary means of communications between the TMI EOF (via the BRP) to the
state EOC. This circuit was manned continually at all locations, performing
trouble free for the duration. ,

Hotline to Risk Counties: These circuits are again dedicated, automatic ring-
- down hotlines, allowing for instant contact between state and county EOCs. At

the state EOC, these instruments are not normally active on a day-to-day basis,
,

but instead kept on " suspended service" as a cost saving measure, with the
understanding that the telephone company can have them operational within 2 hours
of notification. In view of the costs involved, this cannot be faulted, especially
since regular commercial telephone service and RACES would be available in the
interim.

>

Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service, (RACES): RACES is a volunteer group of ,

radio amateurs operating on the " HAM" bands. At the state EOC the RACES net-
work was operational in the early stages of the exercise and manned throughout
the day by volunteers. This system provides backup communications to all county
EOCs as well as the PEMA area offices. Scheduled tests were conducted several {
times during the exercise to demonstrate an operational capability, however, no

'live traffic was passed due to the effectiveness of dedicated phone lines.

State Teletype Network: This system consisting of a 60 WPM teletype is used i

within the state of Pennsylvania as their primary Warning System to the counties
in lieu of NAWAS. It is also used on a day-to-day basis for routine administrative
traffic. Throughout the exercise it was utilized to provide the counties with
a hard copy of messages sent previously over the hot-line. Although considered

,

valuable for verification, these hard copy messages frequently lagged the voice ;

,
message by several hours, at times resulting in some degree of confusion at the

'

local level. .

!

!
I i
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!

Department of Environmental Resources (DER)/ State Game Commission Radios: This
radio link was up and oeprational at the state EOC in the event of. failure of.

;

its primary hot-line to the BRP EOC. One live test was conducted to demon- '

strate the capability, but was not used thereaf ter since it would interfere
with BRP traffic to the RAD Monitoring Teams also utilizing this netvork for !

reporting. |
t

in summary, it is felt that existing communications within the state EOC are [
more than adequate for the mission. _No breakdown in any systems were noted, nor !
was any activity seen to be hampered due to a lack of available communications. ,

t
'

3RP EOC and Near-Site EOF: The primary method of communications between the
near site EOF, BRP and the state is via dedicated telephone hot-line system.
These were kept open_and continually manned throughout the duration of the |
exercise, and found to be fully effective. To preclude a breakdown _in commu- '

nications should a hot-line failure occur, a mobile 2-way radio unit operating on i

the DER net was stationed adjacent to the near-site EOF and was available_to be ;

pressed into service relaying data to the BRP should that be required. At the |BRP EOC, the DER net was used to stay in constant communication with their RAD j
monitoring teams in the field. At approximately 1030, the remote control unit (
interfacing the BRP base station failed. The problem was quickly identified as ;,

a telephone line problem on the line connecting the remote unit to the base
,

station on the roof Until such time as the problem could be corrected, commun- i

ications were mair tained with the field teams by way of a portable unit through ;
their DER repeatei located in Cumberland County. At no point in time was contact t

lost. At 1125, the trouble with the primary radio system was corrected and
normal operations restored. ,

"

:
Local Level: '

i'

.

Without exception the counties demonstrated the equipment capability for 24-hour .

notification to, and activation of the emergency response network. They have
provisions for communications with the state EOC via dedicated hot-line, P. ACES i

and state teletype network, and with continguous government via cross band
monitors on the fire net (33.90 MH )- {z

;

For purposes of the exercise it is felt that communications were adequate, how- '

ever, in several counties the full capability was unable to be tested due to |
lack of personnel, specifically with regard to RACES. This is thought to be !,

due to the volunteer status of the amateur operators and the on-again-off-again j
nature of the exercise itself. I

As a plus( the school system alert monitors were satisfactorily tested and simu-
|lated sounding of outdoor sirens made in conjunction with activation of the EBS
[

system in their jurisdiction. The most glaring deficiency noted almost withouti

exception, was the total lack of coordination between jurisdictions on the timing
and content of EBS releases and siren activation. (see Public Information.) It
is also felt that in most cases the presently installed phone system would be .

inadequate to handle the volume of traffic which would be generated by an actual
,

emergency.
! !

l
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RECOMMENDATIONS - COMMUNICATIONS

' , - 62. It is recommended that an extension off the existing NAVAS terminal at
TMI be installed in the near-site EOF to provide an additional direct link
into the State EOC.

63. Additional emphasis needs to be placed on the effectiveness of the state
RACES network and on the capabilities and responsiveness of the volunteers ,

'

required for successful operation of the net. Routine drills involving all
jurisdictions and scheduled on a regular basis would go a long way towards
fulfilling this requirement.

e4 The possibility of having additional telephone circuits instelled on a sus-
pended service basis at all county EOCs should be explored. These could be made
operational on short notice to fulfill the need for additional. capability as
dictated by the nature and extent of a particular emergency.
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VII. PUBLIC INFORMATION

From a public information standpoint, utility, state and county organizations,-

are far better prepared today than they were at the time of the TMI accident.
During the exercise, however, some major deficiencies in the execution of the
public information system were evident. The most serious problem was the lack '

of coordination for ongoing information and news releases between the state
and counties. The state provided news releases to the counties, but the con-
tent was not coordinataibefore being released. County releases were not coor-
dinated with the state, other counties, or the municipalities. This caused pro-
blems and contradictions. The coordination between the utility and the state
was very good. It was found that there was too much of a time lag on many of
the PEMA releases. A General Emergency release was never issued; instead the
EBS was utilized by PEMA for the evacuation notice. The state would not be

,

i

able to tell, with certainty, what ir mation (and when) had been provided
to the public without polling each cv f.

The PEMA PIO had the assistance of PI0s supplied from other selected state
agencies, which were assigned by the Governor's Press Secretary at the time
of the accident. This proved to be beneficial, although the state plan does ;

not call for this.

'

The exercise did not show an operating system for rumor control at the utility, '

state and county levels. Although separate rumor control telephone lines were
designated, not all were continuously manned and the phone numbers were not '

given to the public, via EBS, to call for factual information to reduce the
spread of rumors.

. The utility media center was very adequate with good space and equipment avail-
able for both staff and media use. However, the criteria calls for the licensee
to provide space for a limited number of news media at the near-site EOF. This
was not provided.

.

While there were co=petent designated spokespersons for each organization, there
were no scheduled media briefings during the exercise. Scheduled briefings
could have helped expedite the dissemination of information to the public.

RECOMMENDATIONS - PUBLIC INFORMATION

65. The PEHA PIO should maintain much closer contact with county PI0s, and in-
sure that all public information releases are coordinated in advance of their
being released.

66. State planning should be modified to reflect the participation of state
agency PISS. These PIOS should be fully trained in REP planning and operations,
along with specific PIO responsibilities.

67. Each EOC should have a designated full-time rumor control individual during
; an incident, and the rumor control telephone numbers should be promin.ently broad-
'

cast to the public.
!

68. The PIO should actively interface with the media and rumor control personnel,
when appropriate, to dispell misleading information.

|

|

|
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!
,

!
69. Separate public information drills should be conducted between the state
and counties to improve the coordination difficulties identified in this exer-

.

!
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VIII. REENTRY AND RECOVERY

'

Recovery and reentry was not actually tested which was consistent with the
scenario. At the end of the exercise, the agencies of the Pennsylvania Emer-
gency Management Council met for a conference to discuss each agency's res-
ponsibilities and expected actions related to reentry and recovery. The dis-
cusr, ion provided for an interchange of ideas and generated thought provoking
questions related to potential problem areas.

RECOMMENDATIONS - REENTRY AND RECOVERY

70. A future exercise should demonstrate the capability of the state and
county agencies to carry out reentry and recovery operations. Both the state
and counties should demonstrate long-term staffing capability by alerting a
second shift of personnel. *

.
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IX. SCENARIO

Generally the scenario adequately tested the state and local emergency response*

plans. On the county and municipal levels there were some instances of incom-
plete participation and previous briefings of players which detracted from the
value of the exercise, but participants generally found the exercise to be a
useful learning tool. Slow periods occur at different times, at different
locations if action items are completed before a change in classification-

level.

RECOMMENDATIONS - SCENARIO
.

71. Additional significant events should be interjected by controllers between
changes in emergency classification le.vels when a slow period occurs at various
action locations (state, county, municipality).

72. Separation of utility and state / local scenarios. in the exercises may be
a consideration in order to avoid the difficulties inherent in using a scenario
based on utility-driven events which are less than ideal for state / local.res-
ponse play.

.
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- Atta:hment 2

UPDATE OF MAY 14, 1931*

"REVIE*a' OF PENNSYLVANIA PLANNING SITE-SPECIFIC TO IMI"
- i

.

This repar is based on a review of the May 14, 1981, " Review of Pennsylvania
REP Planning site-specific to Three Mile Island Fixed Nuclear Facility" against ;

the results of the June 2, 1981 exercise as stated in the Observations and Re- |

co=mendations of June 11, 1981. The following discussion indica:es the change i

or lack of change in the status of the May 14, 1981 review. i

.

A. ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

Although the county plans still hava gaps in this area, a3 were identified
~

in the May 14, 1981 report, the June 2. 1981 exercise indicated that the counties ,

are aware of their responsibilities vis-a-vis the state. The assigned roles of '

county, municipal, and volunteer organizations were demonstrated with varying
degrees of success at the county level. The major proble= de=onstrated by the ,

exercise, in this area, was that the knowledge of responsibilities at the ,

county and municipal levels was centrali:ed at the Energency Manage =ent Coor- ',
dinator level. Frankly, much of this is due to the newness of current county
plans, and insufficient fc=111arization of =any of the staff with the=. It is .

felt that a co=binati:n of drills and filling in of planning gaps at the coun:v
and =unicipal level would alleviate =uch of the coordination proble=s observed |

during the exercise. ,

i

C. DiERGENCY RESPONSE SUPPORT AND RESOURCES

- County plans still need to include various agreements between priva:e response
organi:ations and to ecmplete municipal plans,,as was stated in the May 14 re- ,

|
por:. The exercise of June 2; however, showed-that the necessary supper: c-

4

gsnizati:ns could provide supper: in accordance with the sys:a= ou: lined in
the planning. -

1

E. NOTIFICATION METHODS AND PROCEDURES
|

The exercise did not resolve the issues raised in the May 14,.1981 report. J

F. EMERGENCY CCCTUNICATIONS ;
:

The May 14, 1981 report fully described the state and county ce==unications f

networks between response organi:ations. At that time, FEMA was not able |

to say if, in fact, the various coc=unications syste=s were adequate to sup- i
!port a radiological emergency incident response. The exercise of June 2 de:-

cnstrated that the coc=unications systems at state and county level were ace- j

| quate. j

The May 14 repor: si=ilarly deferred judg=ent on the adequacy of alerting |;
' precedures for emergency workers at the state, county and =unicipal levels, j

The June 2 exercise, although 1: tested a small representative sa=ple of
'

energency worker response, did de=onstrate that the alerting procedures |

worked, and are adequate. ;

i
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The exercise did not test the back-up communications role of Dauphin County.
The off-site monitoring team captain operated from BRP, not the EOF and the
exercise did not resolve the communications link issue between EOF and monitoring~

tea =s. Thus, these two issues were not resolved, and remain unchanged as stated
in the May 14 report.

G. PUBLIC EDUCATION AND INFORMATION

During the June 2 exercise, the state, Lancaster and Cumberland Counties est- ,

ablished designated physical locations to interface with the news media during
the exercise. However, all five counties still need to include a designated
=edia location in their plans. Thus the exercise did not resolve the iscues
raised in the May 14 report.

H. EMERGENCY FACILITIES AND EOUIPMENT

The May 14 report points out the need for predistribution of KI, personnel
dosi=etry equipment, and other protective items, at least to the operational -

level of emergency worker response organizations. For the June 2 exercise,

PEMA had predistributed dosimetry and decontamination equipment to the county
EOCs who participated in the exercise. This was not in accordance with pre-

sent state planning, and was apparently a te=porary measure for the purposes
of the exercise. '?ntil such time as the state plan is modified to reflect
this approach, the issues raised in the May 14 report re=ain unresolved.

1. ACCIDENT ASSESS.4ENT

The exercise de=enstrated that the ec=munications and interface between BRP
and the EOF was adequate.

J. PROTECTIVE RESPONSE

The exercise did not resolve any of the issues raised in the May 14 report.
However, it has come to FEMA's attention that the state has just recently
adopted the upper time limits of the licensee provided time and evacuation
study, and intends to incorporate the time esticates and routing analysis into
county plans, where appropriate.

K. RADIOLOGICAL EXPOSURE CONTROL
f

The exercise did not resolve the issues raised in the May 14 report. Also
see comment on planning standard H.

During the exercise, Lancaster County established a representative emergency
worker decontamination center, as a result of the issue raised on the May 14
report concerning the need for emergency worker decontamination centers located
closer to the duty points of emergency workers. All five county plans still
need to be modified to include this capability. ,

N., O., P.

The ' exercise did not resolve the issues raised in the May 14 report. )
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REVIEW OF PENNSYLVANIA REP PLANNING-

SITE-SPECIFIC TO THREE MILE ISLAND FIXED NUCLEAR FACILITY
-

MAY 14, 1981

This report is based on a Regional Assistance Committee review of the latest
Pennsylvania state and county plans site-specific to Three Mile Island Fixed !

Nuclear Facility and provides an analysis of the current status of state and
local planning prior to FEMA's formal findings in accordance with 44 CFR 350. ,

The February 23, 1981 edition of Annex E, " Fixed Nuclear Facility incidents"
to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Disaster Operations Plan was reviewed.
This state plan is current, and supercedes all previous versions of Annex E.

,

The five risk county plans which were reviewed are those of York, Dauphin, '

Cumberland, Lancaster, and Lebanon Counties. These plans were completed in
draf t form in April,1981, and state and county plans are still in draf t
status at this time.

Discussion

The format of this report follows the planning standards of NUREG-0654/ FEMA REP
1. Rev. 1, upon which this analysis is based. The highlights of this analysis
are as follows:

A. Assignment of Responsibility: State plan covers state organizations
well, including interface with counties. Federal and private agencies (e.g. , -

Red Cross) are not mentioned in this planning standard, which is a deficiency.
County plans have planning gaps to be met in this area; i.e., there are still
many procedures and details not presently incorporated into the plans.

.

C. EmerEency Response Support and Resources: State and county organiza--

tions covered well. State plan still needs to provide more details for feder-
al support requirements at state level.

D. Emergency Classification System: Both state and county plans use a
standard classification and action level system, which is adequate. '.

E. Notification Methods and Procedures: County plans do not provide for
adequate notification and warning of the public prior to the installation and !
functioning of the licensee's proposed siren system. |

F. Emergency Communications: The back-up communications role of Dauphin
County for the state needs further development particularly in establishing
procedures.

G. Public Education and Information: Closer coordination between state
and counties is needed for developing handout materials, and counties need to
better insure availability of information to transients.

H. Emergency Facilities and Equipment: Emergency fccilities are adequate,
emergency equipment kits are deficient in scope and quantity.

I. Accident Assessment: This standard has been adequately met.
,

. . _ . _ . _ . ___.. _ _ _ ___ _ - -
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J. Protective Response: The state still needs to fully analyze and in-
,

corporate, where appropriate, the licensee's evacuation route and time study
into its planning. Counties still need to complete unfinished municipal
coordination planning.

K. Radiological Exposure Control: State planning needs to be modified
to allow for auch greater predistribution of dosimetry equipment. County
planning needs to be modified to allow for emergency worker decontamination
monitoring closer to their work stations.

L. Medical and Public Health Support: State and county planning is ade-
quate.

M. Recovery and Reentry Planning and Postaccident Operations: State and
county planning is adequate.

N. Exercises and Drills: County plans need to develop radiological mon-
itoring drills and improved communications drills.

O. Radiological Emergency Respor.se Training: County plans need to include
radiological monitoring training and improved emergency worker training in
general concerning dosimetry considerations. There is also a need for both
state and county planning to provide for an annual retraining program.

?- Development , Periodic Review, and_ _ Distribution of Emergency Plans: The
state needs to update its duty officer and EOC procedures. . County plans need ;

to identify and list supporting procedures in much greater detail than is pre--

sently evident. .

The current editions of state and coun'ty plans represent a significant improve-
ment over previous versions reviewed for the December 24, 1980 Interim Report.
Intensive effort on the part of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency

!has gone into the upgrading of state and county plans.

County plans, including necessary municipal plans, however, do not reflect the
degree of development and completeness found in Anner E. Additional effort in
the areas of procedures and coordination with responsible municipalities is
necessary.

,

While Laportant issues relative to NUREG-0654 have been identified, the plans '

provide an adequate planning base for the exercising of response capabilities. {
j

|
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A. ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBIl.ITY ;

i

Planning Standard j.

Primary responsibilities for emergency response by the nuclear f acility licen-
:see, and by state and local organizations within the Emergency Planning Zones

have been assigned, the emergency responsibilities of the various supporting |

organizations have been specifically established, and each principal responpe |'

organization has staff to respond and to augment its initial response on a con- ;

tinuous basis. 7

: |

State Plans ;

The February 23, 1981 State Plan (Annex E of the DOP) meets the assignment of j

responsibility requirements of NUREG-0654 for sta te and county organizations, j
from a state level perspective. Specifically, the Governor retains overall {

directional authority over state emergency response ogranizations, while the j

Pennsylvania Emergency Management Ase.ucy (PEMA) is charged with overall res- |

ponsibility for the planning and co vdination of state and county level res-
ponse for fixed nuclear facility incidents. PEMA's authority is derived from I

the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Service Act 323 of 1978.

Regulations promulg, id pursuant to Act 323 (Emergency Responsibilities of De- !

partment and Agencies, 4. PA. Code Section 3.2 st. seq. as approved April 1980) *

identify 20 state agencies and departments with response and/or support roles ';r i

a radiological emergency relative to fixed nuclear facilities; 19 of which also
have state FAergency Operations Center (EOC) responsibilities. This is reflected
clearly in che state. plan, and represents a significant improvement over pre-

' vious versions of Annex E. In previous versions, Annex E referenced the much ;

broader DOP, which did not adequately define state agency concepts of operations
and responsibilities pertinent to fixed nuclear facility incidents. i

Facility responsibilities and concepts of operations are dealt with adequately in !
'

the state plan.
i

Conspicuously absent in the concept of operations and responsibilities sections of |
the state plan are federal agencies (Federal Radiological,Nonitoring Assistance ;

Plan (FRMAP)) and private agencies, e.g., Red Cross. |

|

Both groups are actually intrinsic to the state's response scheme, and as such I

should definitely be included in these parts of the state plan. It should be ;

noted, however, that federal and Red Cross roles are covered in other parts of f
the state plan which deal with the specific roles these groups are expected to j
perform.

*

|
l The state plan assigns authority for directing emergency response to the state ,

agency heads for their respective organizations, and at the county and municipal !

levels to the respective elected officials. The Governor's and PEMA's asthority I

were mentioned previously. County level government is also given sufficient j

authority to act in behalf of PEMA, should communications be interrupted. This !
|

last point is a significant inprovement over previous versions of Annex E. !

|
'

!t

1 i

| !
'

!

!

!

;
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The state plan provided for 24-hour emergency response capability of all key
response organizations, on both an initial and continuing basis. Written
agreements between the state, other support organisations, and other states-

(Maryland) are included in draf t form. They are consistent with the plan's j
concept af oeprations, and will be acceptable once signed. The agreement be- |

tween the state and Red Cross is signed and acceptable. This represents a ;

positive change from the previous version of Annex E.
!
>

County Plans
!

Ali five county plans adequately identified individuals in authority, by title,
to take charge of emergency response. The Governor is the official responsible ,

for the decision to evacuate; the County Commissioners are responsible for their |

respective counties' decision making; and the county emergency management coor-
dinator for all response organization coordination within their respective f

counties. |
t

However, the five risk county plans are written in such a way that they do not
,

always provide a clear understanding of assigned responsibilities and organiza- .
'

| tion interrelationships (concept of operations) between all response organizations |
falling under county planning jurisdiction. ;

All five county plans recognize assignments of responsibility at the federal,
state, county and municipal levels, but they are presented in a sketchy and in- ;

consistent fashion. The only reference to the federal role in the scheme of !
things was found in a block diagram type interrelationships chart. No mention |
at all was found of the licensee's role in either the responsibilities or con- j

_
cept of operations sections. This is felt to be a particular problem in the ,

'case of Dauphin County, due to its unique role as being the parent county.
During normal operations, Dauphin County and PEMA both receive direct notifica-
tion by the licensee at all four action levels. The other four counties are !
notified directly only during a general emergency. Should communication I
channels breakdown between the licensee and PEMA, Dauphin County will assume [
PEMA's notification role in relation to the other four risk counties. *

!
'Also not adequately covered in the responsibilities and concept of operations

sections of all five county plans was the Red Cross. The Red Cross is responsible };

; for operating and providing services at the mass care centers. This raises ques-
tions as to the level of coordination which exists between the county governments

and the responsible Red Cross chapters.
i

All five county plans assign significant responsibilities to the municipalities i

in such areas as evacuation, security, training of volunteers, reentry and in !
general providing for a coordinated and consistent municipa'l plan. However, !

there is no mention of municipalities in the concept of operations sections of |

the county plans. Furthermore, many municipal plans are still under development ;
and are not available to FEMA for review. Many of the municipal plans which were '

submitted as part of the county plans ware found to be lacking in important pro- !

cedural details and content. There seems to have been very little progress at |
the county / municipal interface level of planning. !

n
i

All five counties demonstrated 24-hour emergency response capability through !

their communications centers and EOCs. They all have adequate legal authority ;

to fulfill their assigned responsibilities. |
!
!
i

:

i
'
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Lettcrs of cgrtem;nt b:tw;en tha risk ccuntics cnd cupport org nizatiens cre
Provided; but many which are necessary are still in the process of being
negotiated..

In summary, all five county plans have not shown an adequate level of planning
concerning overall assignments of responsibility and the interrelationships of
all emergency response organizations. It is quite possible that the levels of
preparedness and response capabilities of the counties exceeds that which is in- I

dicated in the county plans. The June 2 TMI exercise should shed more light on
this last issue.

|
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C. EMERGENCY RESPONSE SUPPORT AND RESOURCES j

Planning Standard |,

|

Arrangements for requesting and effectively using assistance resources have f
been made, arrangements te accommodate state and local staff at the licensee's !

near-site Emergency Operations Facility have been made, and other organizations j
capable of augmenting the planned response have been identified. |

'

I
i

State and County Plans

in general, the state has indicated in its plan the ability to man the licensee's !
'

EOF with qualified BRP liaison personnel who will assist BRP Headquarters to assess !
any radiological accident. BRP Headquarters will make the state assessment, not }

the licensee, unless there is insufficient time to do so; then the licensee will :
provide the assessment. The state plan also provides for the NRC on-site assess- !

ment to be given equal weight with that of the state. The state will also make ;

use of federalF2 MAP capabilities in its assessment functions, when appropriate. i

!
The state plan has made some progress in incorporating the federal response capa- !
bility into its operations planning. The BRP logistician is the state official I

with the responsibility of calling for federal assistance through NOLu> at Brook- ;

lawn National Laboratory. The logistician will first check with the licensee !

before calling on M000%, so that the request will be coordinated. This is a |
; positive change from the previous version of Annex E, where both parties seemed ,

to function independently in calling IRAP. !
. !

- The BRP plan identifies the federalF1FRP resources expected, describes their res- !

pective responsibilities, and includes their expected time frames for arrival at !

TMI in an emergency response situation. This, too, is a positive change.

The state plan identifies the State Department of General Services with having !
the responsibility for providing facilities and communications support for !
federal response organizations. This is a positive change from the previous
version of Annex E, where no specific responsibility was assigned in this area.
However, the state plan still does not give any indication of what specific
facilities and communications are being planned for. This last area constitutes a ;'

deficiency,however, the federal response organizations themselves are partly to i
!blame for this for not actively identifying their own needs.

The state plan clearly states that BRP will rely on its in-house laboratory
capabilities as will the State Department of Agriculture for the ingestion path- ;

way, for analysis of samples. There are no unmet needs in this area; and son- ,

sequently no need for identifying other support organizations and their capabilities j
in this area. ,

The five county plans have relatively little applicability towards this planning i
standard, in that the state is responsible for assessment, radiological monitor- ;

ing, and interfacing with federal response organizations. County plans indicate I

that county personnel will be made available, upon request, to assist state per- |
sonnel when needed. There is also a provision for the County Extension Agent to !

.

Operate from the county's EOC. This is adequate, since the state has not identi- i|
I fied any unmet needs in this area. ;

!
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Unlike the state Plan, the five county plans do rely heavily on private organi-
zations, e.g., Red Cross, RACES, etc., municipal service personnel (some of whom
are volunteers), other counties (support), and school districts. Some required

|
-

agreements are still under development, making it difficult to determine the actual
level of resource support available in the counties. ,
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D. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Planning Standard
. .

A standard emergency classification and action level scheme, the bases of
which include facility system and effluent paraceters, is in use by the
nuclear facility licensee, and state and local response plans call for reliance

.

on information provided by facility licensees for determinations of minimum |
initial of fsite response measures.

State and County Plans

The sta'.e and county plans have adopted a standard emergency classification and [
action level system consistent with one another, the licensee's plan, and
Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654. This scheme is incorporated throughout the planned i

emergency response activities.
,

,

This represents a positive change over previous planning, where particularly
the county plans were inconsistent with one another and this standard is now
adequately met.
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E. NOTIFICATION METHODS AND PROCEDURES,

Planning Standard ;

Procedures have been established for notification, by the licensee of state
and local response organizations and for notifica: ion of emergency personnel
by all response organizations; the content of initial and followup messages to
response organizations and the public has been established; and means to provide
early notification and clear instruction to the populace within the plume ex-
posure pathway Emergency Planning Zone have been established.

Stata and County Plans

Adequate laitial notification procedures have been established between the
licensee and the state and five risk counties. Both PEMA and the parent,
i.e. Dauphin, county will be notified at all four incident classification
levels. All five risk counties will be notified by PEMA at the various classi- !

'

fication levels with direct notification by the licensee at the General Emer-
gency level. The state and county plans also provide for Dauphin County to
assume the primary role of coordination with the remaining risk counties should
PEMA's communications fail.

Notification of emergency response personnel will take place, for the most
part, through the use of telephone fan-out systems. This is not considered a ,

deficiency as such personnel should be notified prior to any general public l
announcement and thus there should not be any unusual demand on the telephone L

system. However, most key personnel at the county level can be reached by Ie

alternative methods such as pagers, mobile radios and emergency services com= uni-
cations. In some cases, the procedures for notifying emergency response per-

1

sonnel at the state and municipal levels need to be expanded upon, including
alternates for key personnel at the municipal level.

The present method of notifying the public calls for the use of existing siren [
systems, and of police and fire vehicles equipped with public address systems. |
This mode is considered inadequate in that many of the municipal plans do not

,

contain predesignated routes and delineate the resources needed to insure this !
can be accomplished. Along with these deficiencies, it is generally assumed j
that the present notification system would require gre. ster than 15 minutes to !
notify the populace within 5 miles of the plant and 45 minutes for the entire i
Plume Exposure EPZ. The licensee has proposed to complete, by July 1,1981, j
an enhance outdoor warning' system adequate to meet Appendix 4, N-0654 guide- ;

lines utilizing the attention alert signal of 3 to 5 minutes steady duration. I

These sirens will be supplemented through the use of emergency vehicles equ'ipped
with public address systems, where necessary. .

It is reasonable to sssume that adequate warning will be provided when the pro- !
posed system is complete. However, a complete testing of the system from a ,

mechanical and administrative standpoint will be essential. i

:
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E. NOTIFICATION METHODS AND PROCEDURES

State and County Plans (cont'd)
,

t

The current emergency public information messages prepared for announcement over
the EBS system by the respective risk counties are deficient only in terms of a
lack of provision for information as to the specific nature of the problem (s)
at the facility and the consequences to the public if recommanded protective
actions are not followed. This is expected to be accomplished on an ad hoc
basis as the information is known and the need perceived during an incident.
Additional " fine-tuning" of the messages should also be accomplished in order
to provide clearer more precise instructions to the public.

i
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F. EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS j

Planning Standard
i

.

Provisions exist for prompt cammunications among principal response organizations
to emergency personnel and to the public. !

State and County Plans i

f

The principle means of initial contact between primary response organizatians !

and emergency personnel is by telephone. The State EOC, BRP headquarters, and ;

the five risk county EOCs maintain a 24-hour communication capability. BRP
;

and the five counties provide for 24-hour notification at their EOCs, while the t

State EOC can be operated 24-hours-a-day but is dependent upon a duty officer ;

for notification. An alternative method of notifying the state is through the {Dauphin County EOC (operational on a 24-hour basis). This alternative means !

has not been sufficiently developed in that procedures would have to be estab- |
lished to notify all state and county agencies. Dauphin radio communications !

with the other risk counties needs to be formalized. |

State and county communications planned for use include emergency services
networks (i.e. police, fire and embulance networks) and other emergency sys-

|tems (such as teletypes and radios). These systems, utilized on a day-to-day :

basis will be s'upplemented by the respective county's Radio Amateur Civil ;
Emergency Services (RACES), which will use their own equipment. These volunteer !,

services will serve as a backup to commercial telephone by presiding alternative !
i

! communications to schools, other counties, municipalities and mass care centers. ;

Letters of agreement and implementable plans are still being sought by FEMA for I

inclusion in the various county plans in order to ensure agreement and coordi- !

nation among the parties involved.
k

The full-scale exercise, scheduled for June 2, should demonstrate whether or ;

not the exist'ng systems meet the requirements of Iannsylvania's Fixed Nuclear !
i

Facility Pisaning.
.

(
The primary communications link between PEMA, adjacent states and federal agencies j

i

will be via commercial telephone lines and Civil Defense National Teletype System L

(CDNATS) and Civil Defense National Voice System (CDNAVS) which interfaces with
|

'

t FEMA, Region III. Backup communications will be via Civil befense National '

Radio System (CDNARS), which also interfaces with FEMA, Region III. j
j Communication between state off-site monitoring teams and the near-site EOF are Ito be via radio. However, it is unclear whether this radio system is capable !

now of direct communication with the EOF or does it have to be relayed through |
BRP Headquarters over dedicated telephone to the EOF. This is an important '

;

item to be exercised on June 2 since the BRP teca captain is to be located,

( at the EOC and capability of the communication system is critical to accident
,

|

| assessment.
>

| t

As stated under planning Standard E, expanded procedures for notification of f
emergency response personnel at the state, county and municipal level need to

|be reviewed by FEMA. Also, the PEMA Duty Officer SOP for FNF must be updated i
to include all response organizations. Since alerting procedures were not
demonstrated during the last exercise, it is crucisl it be shown on June 2. f'

1
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F. EMERGENCY COMWJNICATIONS
- *

.
.

State and County Plans (cont'd)

Both the state and the five county plans call for periodic testing of the entire-

emergency communications system and the county plans call for testing of the
public warning system once it is in place.

.
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G. PUBLIC EDUCATION AND INFORITTION.

Planning Standard -

*

Information is made available to the public on a periodic basis on how they
will be notified and what their initial actions should be in an emergency
(e.g., listening to a local broadcast station and remaining indoors), the
principal points of contact with the news media for dissemination of information
during an emergency (including the physical location or locations) are
established.in advance, and procedures for coordinated dissemination of
information to the public are established.

State and County Plans :

iNeither the current state nor the five county pre-emergency public information '

brochures independently provide all elements of the information sought in i

NUREG-0654/ FEMA REP-1, element G.1.a.-d. Thus, only if the state and county
material (in the case of York County, municipal instructions as well)were i

distributed in a coordinated manner or the pamphlets were combined wo:ald the
,

pres ent brochures be adequate.
!

Provisions need to be made to assure that emergency information is provided
to transients. Motel, hotel and park managers, as well as employers, must *

be made aware of their responsibility to provide the necessary information
to their guests and employees. ;

,

The proposed public information programs and public education programs set 5

out in the state and county plans are still under development. If implemented
they would exceed the requirements of this planning standard.

'

.
.

The PEMA public information officer will be the state spokesman, under the
authority of the Governor's Press Secretary. This clears up some of the confusion-

on this point,from the previous version of Annex E.

Both the state and counties have planned to establish points of contact with the
news media for dissemination of information during an emergency. However, the
actual physical locations have not been established at this time.

!
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Ho EMERGENCY FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

Planning Standard

.

Adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support the emergency response
are provided and maintained.

State add County Plans

The lead offsite organizations, state and county levels, all have established emer-
gency operations centers (EOC). Staffing of these EOCs is projected to provide
for 24-hour operations and timely notification. The emergency response staffs
include representatives of the major response organizations and are to coordinate
the activities of their respective organizations which may either be directed
from the EOC's or from some other locations.

The lead EOC's planned for use are:

State Level: State EOC, Commonwealth and Forster Streets, Harrisburg, PA
State Control Area EOC, Rt. 522 School Ent., Selinsgrove, PA

Dauphin County: County EOC, Front and Market Streets, Harrisburg, PA
,

Cumberland County: County EOC, S. Hanover Street, Carlisle, PA i

Lancaster County: County EOC, 50 North Duke Street, Lancaster, PA

Lebanon County: Cotnty EOC, 400 South Eighth Street, Lebanon, PA

- York County: County EOC, East Market Street, York, PA

.

These EOCs were developed for use'by the respective level of government during ,

emergencies t'o include nuclear attack. Each have trained staff, communications, '

emergency generator, fuel supply, etc. to meet FEMA's EOC criteria. The EOC's
are all occupied on a day-to-day basis by the Emergency Management Staff of the
State or the county they serve and at county level they are all utilized as the
counties central dispatching for fire, police, and ambulance emergency services.
The EOCs and the respective emergency response staffs have been coneistently
activated to the level required to deal with the consequences of disaster emer-
gencies and have operated for 24-hour periods over extended periods of times to
include the two week period during the TMI-2 incident in 1979.

In addition to the State EOCs at Harrisburg, which coordinates the Commonwealth's
emergency response, and at Selinsgrove, which coordinates the hosting preparations,

| several state agencies have headquarters operation centers which either support ,

the emergency response team at the main EOC or direct the activities of their

agencies coordinating such action through their representative at there EOCs.
Among these headquarters operations centers are:

,

Bureau of Radiation Protection / Department of Environmental Resources
,

14th Floor of Fulton Building, Harrisburg. '

State Department of Agriculture, the Agriculture Building in Harrisburg. f
1

|
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B. EMERGENCY FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT i

' State and County Plans (cont'd)
.

State Police Headquarters, 1800 Elmerton Avenue, First Floor, Harrisburg. ,

,

National Guard Headquarters, Fort Indian Town Gap.

State Department of Health, Bealth, Welfare Building, Harrisburg.

The Bureau of Radiation Protection has the primary role for offsite radiological ,

monitoring for the commonwealth and shall serve both state and county level
decision aakers through the PEMA coordinating channels. The BRP will dispaten ,

two monitoring temas for a TMI incident and maintains field monitoring equipment '

at three locations; Harrisburg, Pittsburgh, and Wernersville, Pennsylvania.. Three
sets of equipment are maintained at each of these locations. BRP maintains an ;

inventory of this equipment, inspects it and keeps it calibrated in accordance '

with existing requirements. i

The licensee's emergency operating facility (EOF) will receive all field moni- :

toring readings and environmental sampling results generated by the state, |
'

licensee and federal agencies. BRP headquarters will be the central receiving
point for state level monitoring and will interface by radio and/or dedicated

,

; telephone with the licensee EOF and the DOE FRMAP headquarters at Capital City |

j Airport when it is established. |

! Activation of emergency response staffs at state and county EOCs and head- f
- quarters operations centers are generally dependent upon telephone.. Cascading I

fan-out systems have been designed to enhance the timeliness of this process. I
Some procedures still need to be developed and reviewed at state agency level and |
at municipal, government level. Notification drills of all response members |
should result in correcting any difficiencies to include familiarization of the i

procedures, maintaining currency of telephone numbers and increasing the pro- |
ficiency through training. (See Planning Standard E). I

f
Current inventories of radiological monitoring equipment to support emergency i

personnel monitoring and monitoring of public by the county level government j
shows there is insufficient quantities of needed equipment on hand to allow for t

predistribution where it is recommended and planned for. To meet the requirement !
for geiger counters (CDV-700) and self-reading dosimeters (CDV-730) an adequate j
number are stored at PEMA Supply Depot in Fort Indian Town Cap. There are in-
sufficient thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLD) for permanent record dosimetry of ;

emergency workers. PEMA is in the process of securing them. (See Planning j

Standard K). j

l
Preparedness to mobilize for a fixed nuclear facility incident at TNI has not '

progressed to a point that emergency personnel kits for emergency workers have
been established. Items that would umke up such a kit are still being collected

,

which precludes such packaging. The only respiratory protection equipment or
protective clothing under present consideration is that of the National Guard.
Current planning adequately describes quantities needed and predistribution points

I for K1 and dosimetry. Equipment presently available is to be expediently
I distributed upon activation of emergency workers. Predistribution of KI, personnel

dosimetry equipment, instruction on equipment, respiratory protection and pro-
tective clothing should be in place at least to the eperational level of the
emergency workers response organizations before this standard can be considered
adequately met. (See Planning Standard K).
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I. ACCIDENT ASSESSMENT
.

Planning Standard

Adequate methods, systems and equipment for assessing and monitoring actual
or potential offsite consequences of a radiological emergency condition are
in use.

State Plans

The Bureau of Radiation Protection which is within the State Department of
Environmental Resources is specifically assigned the role of Accident Assess-
ment for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. This is to include: the interface
with the licensee and the federal agencies at the Licensee's Emergency Operations
Facility; providing a 24-hour headquarters operating center at the Fulton Build-
ing in Harrisburg; liaison personnel at the state level EOC in Harrisburg; and
off-site field monitoring within the plume exposure Emergency Planning Zone.

BRP has two mobile two-man radiological monitoring teams with sufficient equip-
ment, vehicles and two way radio maintained in a ready to act and use status.
The equipment available and planned for use is designed to adequately measure
airborne radioiodine under field conditions. Locations where readings are to
be made around and in the plume exposure zone of TMI have been predesignated.
The familiarity of the mobile teams with the predesignated location, their
ability to operate the equipment, and the radio communications to BRP headquarters
operation center were adequately demonstrated during the July 16, 1980 exercise.
The personnel for these monitoring teams live in the Harrisburg area and based ;f
on the July 16, 1980 exercise, their response time appeared adequate. |

The BRP monitoring team captain will operate out of the near-site EOF and share
the monitoring teams reading with the licensee as well as BRP headquarters in
Harrisburg. When DOE is operational in the field, its representative at this ;

EOF will share its findings with the licensee and BRP. A joint assessment will g

be sought through these processes. The adequacy of the communications capability ;
and the interface planned for the near-site EOF has not been demonstrated and L

Iwas not included in the July 16 exercise.

A full scale exercise is scheduled for June 2,1981, which will test the inter- :
'face between the licensee and BRP exercising the capabilities and procedures

in the assessment and monitoring of actual or potential offsite consequences
of a radiological condition.

,

,

BRP and the licensee will coordinate on the call for assistance from DOE for !
offsite radiological monitoring assistance. Based upon communications between i
BRP and DOE the estimate response time, site of response team and general re- |
quirement to support the federal response team. (See Standard C.) !

DOE capability is planned for to provide tracking the airborne radioactive plume f
from the air and to operate a computer record of all known and estimated dose j
commitment for periodic estimation of total population exposure. (See Standard i

M.) !

This standard has been adequately met.

t

|
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J. PROTECTIVE RESPONSE

1

,

Planning Standard
.

A range of protective actions have been developed for the plume exposure path-
way EPZ for emergency workers and the public. Guidelines for the choice of |
protective actions during an emergency, consistent with federal guidance, are j

developed and in place, and protective actions for the ingestion exposure path-
vay EPZ appropriate to the locale have been developed.

State and Local Plans |

1

Sheltering, evacuation, and access control are the protective actions planned I
for in the TMI site-specific planning. ;

State Plans
L
'

In general, the state planning is adequate to show the decision process and means
to direct or recommend protective actions. Protective actions are to be based
upon EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs) for plume exposures and HHS/FDA Guides |

for food and aninsi feeds. Commonwealth planning takes into account considera- ;

tion of protective action well in advance of the PAGs. Implementation of pro- I
'tective action is generally a county level function with PEMA and other state

agencies in coordination with PEMA providing support requirement.

Although the Concept of Operations and the general means of providing such sup-
port are covered for the various agencies in present state planning and the

. more detailed procedures are provided for PEMA, the State Department of Health, i

and Agrieviture and the Bureau of Radiation Protection, the expressed implemen-
ting procedures of the Department of Military Affairs, State Police and State
Department of Transportation need to be reviewed to completely assess the state
support and coordination with the primary roles. Other state agencies do not !
significantly impact upon the ability of the counties to carry out protective
actions. ,

!

The State Department of Agriculture Plan (Appendix 7) and the BRP (Appendix 8)
deal adeq ately with protective measures for the ingestion pathway. The maps '

for food, c ops sud dairy facilities, etc., which are necessary to support these
plans will be resiewed on-site during the June exercise. [

PEMA is presently studying the Parsons Brinkerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. Study |
to incorporate in the decision process for determining the best choice of pro-
tective action. A portion of the Standard is met by the present use of th,e i

,

st'.Jy by PEMA in assessing its planning and decision process, j'

The location of traffic control points is being reconsidered as a result of the j
Parsons Brinkerhoff Study. The present traffic control locations reflect con- i

siderable coordination and based on current assessment are the best locations !

for such traffic control points. County and mun! .ipal plans currently available :
provide for manning of these predetermined locations. ;

i

Security and controlling access to evacuated areas and coordination of these j

functions is the responsibility of the Police Service to include State Police i

and Municipal Police augmented as required by the National Guard. More detailed !

! I
I f

'

!

|

|
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considarction of this mattar and cecoca control during evacuation to insure
traffic does not enter the EPZ during the evacuation is necessary. These areas
of concern will be specifically addressed in review of the State Police and Na--

tional Guard procedures.

Provision for the use of radioprotective drugs, establishing a decision process
and predistribution plan has been adequately met. A supply has not been secured. i

The decision to use liquid KI is under consideration. Liquid KI would drastictily ;

affect the present planning as self administration would not be as feasable ant !

therefore additional procedures would have to be developed and a delay in admin- ,

istering drug would have to be recognized. *

!

Regardless of the type of KI secured, the Commonwealth has decided not to provide ,

K1 to the general public, but plans to implement protective actions such as !
'sheltering or evacuation to protect the general public from radioactive iodine.

!County Plans
i

Each risk county plan recognizes that Accident Assessment and technical advise
,

shall be the purview of the Bureau of Radiation Protection and that recommenda- '

tion and direction of protective action shall come through PEMA channels. Risk
county roles are to implement the protective action.

,

Some operational maps are still under development. PEMA is producing some of [

these maps for the five risk counties. The state produced area wide map is
,

enclosed in each county plan and depicts the plume exposure EPZ and major
evacuation routes with their estimated capacity and time estimates for those
links. The counties have produced individual county maps as part of a public

,
- information brochure to direct and control the public to reception centers or to

mass care centers. ,

,

Transient population notification is expected to be accomplished by the same
means as the general population. At present no system or method has been pre- ;

scribed to ensure that employers, park managers, hotel / motel managers, etc., re-
'

cognize the responsibility to inform their guests and employees of what they
are to do when action is called for during an incident. When this deficiency is ;

corrected and an adequate outdoor warning system is installed and operational,
~

notification of transients will be considered adequate.

The means for protecting those persons confined in an institution has been con- f
sidered in each county plan and appears adequate. Regarding non-institutionally |

confined persons, some municipal plans have not been developed and some of those {
developed have not prepared a list of home bound persons who may need transporta- i

tion assistance within their jurisdictions. There is reasonable assurance based i
iupon county planning and municipal plans accomplished, that this special p'opula-

tion group is under careful consideration and it is only a matter of time before
i

such lists are compiled and ready for use.'

f
The means of relocation of the general population is addressed in the county plans. I

Personal owned vehicles are assumed to carry the bulk of the evacuated popula- i

tion; school buses are to carry school children if circumstances dictate; persons !
without transportation are to be transported by mass transit bus service and re- |
turning school buses. Institutionalized persons in nursing homes, hospitals,

!

|
,
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;

pricons cro to ba trcnoported by vahiclso cpscifically idsntified for this nacd;.
and mobility impaired persons not under institutional care are to be transported
by vehicles assigned by municipal fire companies in coordination with municipal |

EMA coordinator. Coordination of these functions is covered at the county level. 1

However, Laplementation plans such as district and individual school plans and
muni:ipal plans are still under development, and thus require ad-hoc manage-
ment at this time.

:

Relocation centers and mass care centers have been designated and their loca- '

tions are 10 miles or more beyond the plume exposure EPZ. Registration of the
population using these centers will be on standard forms with the information ,

provided to the respective county EOCs every two hours. |

The means for dealing with potential impedimente (e.g., seasonal impassability )
of routes) of evacuation routes are covered at county level by dispatchers in
county EOCs who have the day-to-day responsibility to call for such service j

essistance for police. The counties maintain a resource manual of additional ;

resources which may be called into service when and if service assistance is not
available. Assistance then can be sought from the Department of Transportation j

and the National Guard through coordination with PEMA. There is no specific ;

snow removal plan set out in the radiological emergency response planning. The |

Parson Brinkerhoff Study assessed additional time necessary to effect evacuation i

for snow conditions. County assessment, in their situation reports to PEMA ;

during an incident, would provide progress on mobilization and clearance of !

impediments to evacuation routes. This information would then be taken into >

account in the protective action decisions.

Radiological monitoring is to be accomplished at mass care centers following
procedures provided in the county level plans by linemen trained as radio-..

logical monitors. Any discovered contamination shall be reported immediately to
BRP through EMA channels. This appears adequate when training is assured for the ,

radiological monitors. ;

!

;

,
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K. RADIOLOGICAL EXPOSURE CONTROL

Planning Standard*

~

Means for controlling radiological exposures, in an emergency, are established
for emergency workers. The means for controlling radiological exposure shall
include exposure guidelines consistent with EPA Emergency Worker and Lifesaving
Activity Protective Action Guides.

State and County Plans

The state plan sets the basic framework for providing a means of controlling
radiological exposures. Each emergency worker is supposed to be issued two
selfreading and 1 TLD dosimeter (total of three), which from a safety stand-
point sounds good. However, since the state plan now requires PEMA to dis-
tribute thousands of dosimeters per site to affected state workers and counties,
and county plans require the counties to then distribute these dosimeters (once
received) to county and municipal emergency response workers, the planning is
burd ensome. The state plan does not yet contain detailed procedures for this
site-specific distribution plan; thus it is very difficult to assess if distri-
bution of all dosimeters to state and risk county personnel could be accomplished
within three hours as called for in the state plan. It could literally take
hours under this scheme for emergency workers to receive their dosimetry equip-

,

| ment,

l
County plans have dosimetry distribution plans for their emergency workers. Based'

.
on inventories of on hand equipmen't at county level a severe shortfall of such
equipment is shown to include: CDV 742 (0-200R dosimeter), CDV 730s (0-20R
dosimeter) or CDV 138 (0-200MR dosimeters) and TLDs (permanent record thermo-
luminescent . Dosimeters. The state maintains its supply of dosimeters and Geiger
counter equipnent in bulk storage at Fort Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania, for
emergency distribution to TMI risk county emergency workers and state emergency
workers. This bulk storage is under control of PEMA which appears to have an
adequate supply for the TMI planning area of CDV 742s and CDV 730s but does not
now have sufficient TLDs. Predistributien of these state stocked items is not
considered because statewide, with other plants operating in the state, a
much larger quantity of this equipment would be required. Regardless, FEMA
feels most strong 3y that dosimetry equipment should be predistributed (most
importantly TLDs and CDV 730s) to at least the emergency worker organization
level, state and local, site-specific to each operating plant.

The counties are also reliant on PEMA for the distribution of additional C,DV-700
geiger counters needed for decontamination monitoring at the county level. This
distribution problem is not considered as severe as in personnel dosimetry. It

is reasonable that CDV-700s can be distributed within 12-hour period, which should
i be sufficient.

The state /BRP expects to know if there is a possibility of contamination based
on the core inventory released long before it could be reported that members of
the public have been affected by mass care monitoring. All population leaving
the area would then be directed to be screened and if such contamination were
wide spread federal assistance will be sought through DOE and FEMA.

1



.

Th2 tia2fran2s for th2 rcrding of calfreading d2simitars by entrge.ncy worksrc, |
at least every 30 minutes, is adequate in both state and county plans, t

*

State and county plans require that emergency workers seek replacement after
receiving a dose of 15-20R. It is up to elected officials in their respective !
jurisdictions to authorize emergency workers, if needed, to exceed the 25R PAGs
for emergency workers. BRP will not recommend this, just explain the conse- ;

quences. A state level decision has already apparently been made to automatic-
ally permit emergency workers to exceed the general public PAGs of SR. It is t

now necessary that BRP explain to all emergency workers in advance che potential i

-for a higher cancer risk from this decision. County plans do outline good de- :

cision criteria for elected officials to use in authorizing emergency workers to !
exceed the 25R PAG; i.e., for lifesaving activities, etc. However, how or when .

ithe potential consequences of this will be explained to emergency workers is
not provided nor are there considerations to first solicit volunteers, or workers ;

over 45 years of age.
,

1

State and county plans have set a level of .05mR/hr above background as the i

trigger point for requiring decontamination. This is adequate.

Counties are responsible for providing decontamination monitoring services and f
facilities for the public and emergency workers under their jurisdiction. All ;
five county plans provide for decontamination of the public, and emergency i

workers. This is to be done at each mass care center which is to have 1 or 2
trained personnel (primarily fireman) in decontamination monitoring. Risk j
counties should further modify their plans to establish separate decontamination |
points for emergency workers primarily to be located closer to the risk work i
areas, such as the county EOC or permit organizational decontamination. Pre- |

.
assignment of trained personnel for this function should be provided in the :

county plans. !
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L. MEDICAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH SUPPORT

Planning Standard
,

Arrangements are made for medical services for contaminated injured individuals.

State and County Plans

L

The state and five county plans all contain a list of the primary and support
hospitals that will be relied upon to handle contaminated injured individuals
in the event of a radiological emergency. The Pennsylvania DOH prepared this
list for county use. ,

The Pennsylvania Department of Health, Division of Emergency Health Services
offers a course to provide emergency medical technicians with basic instructions
concerning rsdiation and its characteristics, initial treatment, triage and
transfer of patients. ;

.

Arrangements for transportation of radiation victims has been identified. $

!
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M. RECOVERY AND__ REENTRY PLANNING AND POSTACCIDENT OPERATIONS
4

Planning Standard

General plans for recovery and reentry are developed.

State end County Plans

The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources ERP, is assigned the
primary responsibility for the recommendation to relax protective measures and
the Governor retains authority to allow reentry. Included in the decision pro-
cess is the assessment of radiological exposure through evaluating dose records
and estimating total population exposure.

PEMA has the responsibility of notifying state agencies and counties to prepare
for reentry; the governor will notify the public; and PEMA will coordinate the
reentry operation. It is assumed that normal notification syatems will be used
to notify emergency workers. For recovery, PEMA will coordinate supporting
operations upon recommendation from DER to relax protection actions.

DER and BRP will rely on the U.S. DOE to estimate total population exposure,
based on information supplied to DOE by DER and other support state and federal
agencies. The methodology for this assessment to total population exposure is
not included in the state plan; however, it is assumed that DOE does have ade-
quate methodology for providing this support.

*

The supporting requirement for reentry are outlined in each county plan. It is
reasonable to assume that PEMA and the county EMAs can coordinate a reentry pro-
gram through the agency and response organizational network developed through :
preparation and affecting evacuation. Therefore, the general planning presently
accomplished adequately meets this standard,
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'

N. EXERCISES AND DRILLS

Planning - Standard
.

Periodic exercises are (vill be) conducted to evaluate major portions of emer-
gency response capabilities, periodic drills are (vill be) conducted to develop
and maintain key skills, and deficiencies identified as a result of exercises
or drills are -(will be) corrected.

State and County Plans

The state plan adequately addresses the requirements for exercises and drills,
as specified in NUREG-0654. This represents a positive change from the previous ,

version, in that it is made clear that PEMA will ensure that all necessary
planning modificatio s are made resulting from deficiencies uncovered by exercises

*

and drills.
!

The five county plans are generally well tied in with the state plan in meeting
the requirements of this planning standard, with one exception. The county plans
attempt to address the requirement for radiological monitoring drills by stating ;

that radiological monitoring is a state responsibility. However, decontamina-
tion monitoring teams certainly fall under the purvue of radiological monitor- !

ing, and these personnel come from the counties. Therefore, these personnel !

should be included in radiological monitoring drills when conducted by the state, |
or have their own drills when the state conducts its exercises and drills at ;

other sites. This deficiency must be rectified before county plans can be con- |

sidered adequite in this area. See related comment under planning standard 0, >

regarding the training needs required in this area.

.
iAn area that re(uires some clarification is the scope of the counties communica-

tions drills. A communications drill should demonstrate the sufficiency of the i
'

notification process down to emergency response personnel. At the county level,
this involves a c imbination of radio contact and f airly extensive commercial
telephone cascade listings. All these links should be routinely tested as part of !

'

a properly condue :ed communications drill. The county plans as written imply that
the telephone con: acts will not be tested. Whatever the case may be, FEMA in- |
tends to work, tirough PEMA, to assure that the county plans clearly reflect

~

this approach. It should also be pointed out that this is the only way to in- o

sure that all te; cphone numbers and contacts remain current, and that the noti- |
fication and fol.ow-up message contents are understood by all response parties. j

.
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O. RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE TRAIhTNG*

i
Planning Standard

. >

Radiological emergency response training is provided to those who may be called
on to assist in an emergency.

State and County Plans |

PEMA is assigned the responsibility of coordinating Radiological Emergency ;

Response training at both the state and county levels. Some courses will be '

given by PEMA and.the Pennsylvania Department of Health. There is a major
reliance on FEMA sponsored courses, with participation at all levels (state,
county, municipal). Many of the courses have not yet been initiated; however, i

the scope of the courses should be adequate when implemented.

Although plans call for retraining emergency response personnel, there is a |
!need to ensure that this retraining be accomplished on an annual basis.

Currently, u.>unty level plans do not specifically include decontamination
monitors in required drills (see previous comment under N), nor do they re-
ference the need for training in this area. Another area that should be
considered is a short course on low level radiation, dosimetry, and decontami-
nation for emergency workers at local level. Some courses exist that include
this; however, because of the size of the potential audience, this could be !

addressed separately. .

' A need is now apparent for a county oriented course to familiarize emergency
' workers and decontamination monitors with their roles and dosimetry considerations ,

- relative to their functions. j

Pennsylvania has not coordinated the prioritizing and registering of state and |
county agency participants in FEMA sponsored courses. As a result, Pennsylvania >

has been slow to fill their allocations and has lost some assigned spaces this
fiscal year. i
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P. RES'iONSIBILITY POR THE PLANNING EFFORT: DEVELOPMENT, PERIODIC REVIEk'-

AND DISTRIBUTION OF EMERGENCY PLANS

Planning Standard.

Responsibilities for plan development and review and for distribution of |

amergency plans are established, and planners cre properly trained. !
l
.

State Plans
!

The state has adequately designated by organization, title and responsibility ;

its Radiological Emergency Response planning structure. The state has addressed ;

the training needs of its planning personnel and the method for incorporating ;

exercise critique results into plans should be stated. :
!
+

The Director of PEMA is responsible for reproducing revisions to the State !
Disaster Operation Plans and distributing according to the published distribution j

list.
'

Currently, a detailed listing of supporting plans and their sources are contained
in the State's plan and Appendix 18 has a listing by title of implementing pro- ;

cedures and SOPS. This list does not appear complete, and FEMA will seek S0?s j
from the eleven other State Agencies and the Red Cross in its review. However, j
it should be noted thtt the predominate response roles are covered in the agencies |procedures now shown in Annex E and/or listed in Appendix 18. '

A schedule for update is not proviacd in the Plan and the staff duty officer ,

procedures and the EOC operation center procedure are not current to Annex E as ;
trevised. Planning has been very fluid up to this point and with the extra efforts

- being made to modify planning at both utate and county it is recognized that
such other documents have fallen benin 3. After the June 2nd exercise FEMA will !

'

work with PEM* on a schedule where such supporting plans *and Annex E may be
updated or corrected based on the lessons learned from the exercise and the
recently modified plans.

j

County Plans
'

:

County plans appear to adequately meet county responsibilities, but the supporting |
procedures for such organizations as Red Cross, State Police, USDA Extension |,

! Service, school plans and municipal plans, are not covered for the emergency .

'

response personnel' coordinating with the county staff at county level. f
I

Although the response individual should have such procedures, the County Plan f
should list them. Compatability of these procedures should be determined by j
the county and reviewed by PEMA. i

| The county EMA coordinators are responsible for maintaining the currency of
| their response plans and distributing the changes accordingly. ,

i
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Attachment 3

.

Chrngso_in PrGparsdnsco
On Issues Before the Board

Unresolved Matter Based on Filed Testimony of.

FEMA's BATH /ADLER and FEMA's BATH /NRC CHESTNUT

#1. (BATH /ADLER, 2/23 Testimony, P. 39); The York County Plan
is not consistent with the state plan with regard to the
distribution of thyroid blocking agents.

The revised York County Plan, Annex R, Appendix 8 is now completely consistent

with the state plan and the other four risk county plans on the distribution of

KI. KI is to be predistributed to the lower organizational level in the a=ounts

specified in the state and county plans. The decision to distribute and ad=in-

ister KI to e=ergency workers and institutionalized persons and not to the

general publ.ic is unchanged.

KI has not been secured yet but the state has every intention of doing so. During

the June 2,1981 exercise, because Pennsylvania did not have a supply on hand

- and distributed, the state Depart =ent of Health made arrange =ents to have a

sufficient supply flown in fro = Illinois. It is reasoned that such e=ergehey

distribution would require from four to six hours fro: Illinois to the indivi '

dual who is to use it.

#2 (BATH /ADLER, 3/16, Testimony, P. 6); The York County Plan is
deficient in its failure to include transient and work force

_ in. irs population calculations.

Pennsylvania E=ergency Manage =ent Agency is in progress of utilizing the Parsons

Brinkerhoff, Quade and Douglas Study (P,B,Q&D). York County has been provided

a copy of this Study for use as resource docunents and to upgrade its planning.

This study does provide for York County a breakout of the esti=ated transient and

work force population. Formal modification of York County Evacuatien planning

cay result; however, in the interic FEMA believes the presence and use of the

.--. -..
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-P,B,Q&D Study adequately satisfies NUREG-0554 considerations for the York
.

County Plan review.
,

f3 (BATH /ADLER, 3/16 Testimony, P. 12); There are no pro-
visions made in the York County Emergency Plan for posting
emergency protection information, including evacuation
routes.

York County does not plan to post information but plans to provide such infor-

mation in Brochures and information sheets to all residents, motels, hotels,

employers, park managers, etc. Motel, hotel, park managers and employers are

to make such transient and work force within their charge aware of emer-

gency protectic s information including evacuation routes at the time of need.

The sole drawback to this measure is that it cannot be shown by the distribu-

tion method used or the material distributed that such managers are fully know-

ledgeable of their responsibility. Mr. Curry, EM Coordinator of York County

was to have addressed the York County Chamber of Commerce and enlist their

assistance in making this responsibility known and assuring a complete dis-

tribution to such establishments.
'

,

#4 (BATH /ADLER, 3/16 Testimony, PP. 22, 29-30, 35-36); Letters of
Agreements between York County and the Red Cross, Amateur Radio i

Civil Emergency Service, RACES), School Districts, the York
County Chamber of Commerce, the York Area Transit Authority,
and Adam County.

At present, York County Letters of Agreement have been signed with the Red Cross,
,

School Districts, the York County Chamber of Commerce, the York Area Transit
'

Authority. FEMA has_ queried Adams County and ascertained that Adams County is
,

aware of the host responsibility as specified in the York County Plan and is

willing to provide this support.
t

York County RACES Inc. is a bonifide organization and an operations plan is on file

and has continually demonstrated its willingness to serve in an emergency as has
!

_ . . - _ _ , - . . _ . _ . . . . _ , . _ _
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,

Mr. Curry in his tastimony bafore tha Bo rd.

' ~ Although these last two letters of Agreement are still deficient, FEMA is

reasonably assured that these organizations do have full knowledge of their

roles and-responsibilities as set out in the York County plan and do plan to

provide such services if needed.

#5 (BATH /ADLER, 3/16 Testimony, PP. 27-28); The York County
Emergency Plan is deficient because it lacks provisions
for local, hospital and medical services for persons ex-
posed to radiation.

York County updated plan now adequately provides'in Annex J, provision for

local, hospitals and medical services for persons exposed to radiation. As

per the state plan and testimony of Mrs. Julia Cox of the State Department of

Health, this list of hospitals was prepared by the State Department of Health

for use and inclusion in the risk counties plans.

.

#6 (BATH /ADLER, 3/16 Testimony, PP. 30-32); The York Ceanty
Emergency Plan is deficient in its failure to list home-
bound and invalids and provide for their care in an emer-
gency. (BATH /ADLER, 3/16 Testimony, PP. 44, 45, 53);
There is no evidence that municipalities in York County
upon whom responsibility is placed for evacuation of
hemebound and invalids, are capable of meeting their
responsibilities.

In each of the six municiple plans; Dover Township, Goldsboro Borough, Lewis-

berry Borough, Manchester Township and North Haven Borough clear recognition

of the responsibility of such homebound and invalids is shown. These plans

either have the list of such person within the plan or direction as to where

the list is maintained. At present eight other municipt' plans are still

being developed. It can, however, be shown by present planning that muni-

cipalities are knowledgeable of this requirement and are planning to discharge

this responsibility in a reasonable manner. FEMA will continue to monitor
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.

York C2unty planning to insura thtt tha plcns of tha cth2r eight nunicipz1-

ities do cover this area as adequately as do the first six. Reasonable pro-,

gress has been met and there is every reason to believe that the remaining

municipalities will affect similar plans.

#7 (BATH /ADLER, 3/16 Testimony, PP. 34-35); The York County
Emergency Plan fails to reference and provide for moni-
-toring equipment relied upon for fire, mass care and de-
contamination operations.

York County updated Plans Appendix 6, Radiological Equipment Resource Inven-

tory now provides what equipment is on hand and what equipment is needed.

Subsequent to this inventory, York County has received and distributed according

to county plans 90 CD700 and 90 self reading dosimeters. Although this re-

duces the county shortfall of dosimeter and illiminates it shortfall in de-

tection equipment, It does not fully comply with standards until permanent

- record dosimetry and more self reading dosimeters are secured and likewise
.

distributed.

68 BAIHlADLER, 3/16 Testimony, PP. 34-35); The York County
Emergency Plan should provide a system to utilize tran-
sportation resources in an evacuation.

Procedures to provide supplementary transportation of general population with-

out a means of self transportation appears to be the only remaining area not

fully covered by the updated York County plan. The York County Letter of

Agreement with the York County Area Transportation Authority clearly states

that the direction and coordination of these resources . . will come under

the control of York County Commissioner through the designated Emergency Staff
.

Transportation Coordinator. York County also maintains a Resource Manual

|

|
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with talsphons listings.of many oth:r trcn:portetion rescurcos which it ccn

call upon if necessary. It is reasoned that the bases for transportation coor-
,

dination does exist in York County and that reasonable progress has been made

towards preparation to affect such coordination in a fixed nuclear facility

incident. However, to be fully adequate, York County should develop a mean-

ingful plan related ' the pick up points established by the municipalities' and

demonstration how-where sufficient vehicles are to be applied. It is FEMA's

opinion that York County can utilize its , its Resource Manual, supporting

municipal plans and the PBQ and D Study to effectively evacuate persons

without transportation even with the present transportation plan, A nex K.
,

FEMA will continue to monitor York County's progress on this matter and pro-

vide assistance wnere possible.

#9 (BATH /ADLER, 3/16 Testimony, PP 56-57); York County Plans
should be revised to include a listing os school evacuation
plans and such evacuation plans and bus re-routing plans.-
should be completed.

Although York' County did not participate, the exercise demonstrated both the

Department of Education and the individual risk counties have responsibility

to insure designated schools are advised of the situation during an incident.

York County has developed a county master plan to evacuate schools, predeter-

mining their relocation to insure coordination, and provide evacuation routes.

These plans have been coordinated with the gehool district supervisor and Letters

of Agreement are in the York County Plan, Annex T. Reasonable progress has

been demonstrated although individual school plans are still not available.

York County has met with individual school principals to assist in the pre-

paration of their plan. FEMA feels that the 15ck of individual school plans

is an outstanding deficiency which should be corrected eventually.



.

#10 (BATH /ADLER, 3/16 Testimony, PP. 60); The Dauphin County
Emergency Plan should assign the responsibility to the
county transportation officer for notification and acti-'

-vation of planned transportation resources for Dauphin
County.

Dauphin County Plan as updated reflect in Annex G, Transportation, under Res-

ponsibility "The county emergency management coordinator is responsible for pro-

viding for transportation support to persons in risk areas of Dauphin County
.

in the event of an evacuation associated with an incident at TMI. A transpor-

tation coordinator with supporting staff has been appointed to develop and

coordinate transportation procedures and requirements in the event of an

evacuation."

This section of the plan clearly provides that the responsibility for this task

has been assigned.

,' #11 (BATH /ADLER, 3/16 Testimony, PP. 57-58, 60); Dauphin County
school evacuation planning should provide fcr early notification
of bus drivers by school officials and should be revised with
regard to bussing students during an alert.

Dauphin County plan, Annex L - Concept of Operations, has been revised to delete
'

any suggestion that students will be returned to home during early stages of an

incident. Present plans call for ti.e relocation of students to pre-selected

host area locations on routes with prescribed evacuation route to facilitate '

rejoining parents and students outside of the EPZ. The June 2 exercise dem-
.

onstrated the rejection of early closure of schools to return students to

homes. The Governor recommended just 20 minutes prior to evacuation of the

general public, the closure of schools, relocating the students to host areas.

Notification of bus drivers in Dauphin County was adequately demonstrated in

the exercise. Alerting procedures were demonstrated in the other four risk |

counties participating in the June 2, 1981 exercise and found adequate.
|

w
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#12 (BATH /ADLER, 3/16 Testimony, P. 49); All county emergency
plans should provide for backup or substitute emergency,

management coordinators.

County level plans with municipal plans attached now provide sufficient alter-

nate methods and persons to demonstrate that municipal contact and coordination

is not dependent solely upon '.'.e local emergency ,2anagement coordinator. In

,

York County contact will be made through the local Fire personnel as well as the

local EMA Coordintiar. This is to be done by existing plectron encoder system.

#13 (JOINT CHESTNUT / BATH Testimony, P. 6); Adequate evacu-
ation time estimates should be factored into the state
and licensee emergency plans before restart.

PEMA has provided FEMA with a letter stating that it shall use the upper limits

of the Parson Brinkerhoff Study for deci 'er making using the evacuation time

estimates.
.

The same letter provides that future adjustments to county evacuation plans can

be expected to incorporate useful and helpful material of the Parsons Brinkerhoff !

study. It is' recognized by FEMA that the present evacuation plans of PEMA and

the five counties are implementable. The Parsons Brinkerhoff study provides

information that alternate routing and some different traffic control points

would improve the evacuation time. The State Police are in the process of devel-

oping a traffic control plan and access control plan (part of which was demon-

strated adequately in the June 2 exercise) which will notify most of the major

concerns of the Parsons, Brinkerhoff stu3y.

#14 (BATH /ADLER, 3/16 Testimony, PP. 62-62); Unique groups within the
plume EPZ requiring special provisions for protective actions
(e.g., Old Order Amish) should be identified and .pecial pro-
visions for their protection made.

t
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Notificati:n of th2 MInnonita Diccctcr Ssrvice was cccomplichid by PEMA during

the exercise. Although it was simulated, in an actual emergency a represent-,

ative of this service would have responded to the state EOC. One role that

the Disaster Service is prepared to perform is to alert the Old Order Amish

in Lancaste2 County.

Another role the Mennonite Disaster Service has stated it shall provide is the

evacuation and care of this special group of people within the services own

auspices.

All other known special groups such as institutions, business, or residents

groups are to be provided alerting by an outdoor warning system and NOAA

Weather Ra'dio followed by instructions on county EBS. Schools, hospitals
,

and prisons have a redundancy in that special provisions for alternate means

of wprning are provided by county and State Department of Education planning

and capability. !

.

.

#15 (JOINT CRESTNUT/ BATH Testimony, P. 16); Development of train-
ing progra=s for non-licensee personnel should be completed '

and initial training of such persons completed before restart.
.

-The exercise served as a training tool to inform participants of new provisions !

'

and assignments in the updated plans. Attached :s a list of preparatory events

leading to the exercise. It shows that considerable training was accomplished.

The exercise revealed that further training on plans would enhance operations.

It was recogni:ed that the majority of state and county plans are developed

upon the strengh and abilities already existing within the government struc-
[

tures. The June 2 exercise demonstrated this, f

Unique training such as personnel monitoring and dealing with consequences of
i

a nuclear incident is now an ongoing process. Hersey Medical Center demon-
|
t

strated its ability to handle contaminated individuals as Harrisburg Hospital

,
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demonstretcd th2 system by which hospitals prcpara to Gvccunta,

s
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UllITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSI0ti

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )

METROPOLITAN EDIS0ti COMPANY, ET AL. Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Nile Island Nuclear Station,
Unit 1)

|

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I nereby certify that NRC STAFF'S LETTER TO THE LICENSING BOARD WITri ENCLOSED
NRC STAFF TESTIMONY AND FEMA DOCUMENTS in the above-captioned proceeding has
oeen served on the following by deposit in the United States mail, first class
or, as indicated by an asterisk, by deposit in the lluclear Regulatory Commis-
sion's internal mail system, this 16th day of June,1981. I further certify
that additional copies of the letter and enclosures will be served on those
persons indicated by a double asterisk by delivery to express mail service or
special cou.-ier on June 17, 1981: i

Ivan W. Smith, Esq., Cnairman (2)* Walter W. Cohen, Consumer Advocate '

Administrative Judge Department of Justice
Atouic Safety and Licensing Board Strawberry Square,14tn Floor
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Harrisburg, PA 17127-

Washington, DC 20555
Mr. Steven C. Sholly

Dr. Walter H. Jordan ** Union of Concerned Scientists
Administrative Judge 1725 I Street, N.W., Suite 601
881 W. Outer Drive Washington, DC 20006 ,

Oak Ridge, TN 37d30
Mr. Thonas Gerusky

Dr. Linda W. Little** Bureau of Radiation Protection
,

Adainistrative Judge Department of Environmental
5000 Hermitage Drive Resources
Raleigh, NC 27612 ?.0. Box 2063 ;

Harrisburg, PA 17120 t

George F. Trowbridge, Esq.
Snaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge lir. Marvin I. Lewis
1800 M Street, N.W. 6504 Gradford Terrace
Wasnington, DC 20006 Philadephia, PA 19149

Robert Adler, Esq.** Metropolitan Edison Compny
503 Executive House ATTN: J.G. Herbein, Vice
P.O. Box 2357 President,

) Harrisburg, PA 17120 P.O. Box 542
1

Reading, PA 19603
Honorable Mark Cohen
512 E-3 Main Capital Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
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Ms. Jane Lee John Levin Esq.
R.D. #3, Box 3521 PA Public Utilities Commission
Etters, PA -17319 Box 3265 :

Harrisburg, PA 17120
1

Ms. Gail P. Bradford**
A!GRY Jordan D. Cunninghan, Esq.** !

245 West Pniladelphia Street Fox, Farr and Cunningham
York, PA 17404 2320 North 2nd Street

Harrisburg, PA 17110
John E. Itinnich, Chairman
Daupnin Co. Board of Connissioners Ms. Louise Bradford
Daupnin County Courthouse TMI ALERT -

Front and Market Streets 1011 Green Street >

itarrisburg, PA 17101 Harrisburg, PA 17102

Robert d. Pollara Ms. Ellyn R. Weiss
. 609 Hontpelier Street Sheldon, Harmon & Weiss

Baltimore, MU 2121d 1725 I Street, H.W. !

Suite 506 ,

Cnauncey Kepford** Washington, DC 20006
Juditn it. Johnsrud
Enviranaental Coalition on Thomas J. Germine, Deputy

Haclear Power Attorney General ;

433 Orlando Avenue Division of Law - Room 316
. State College, PA 16801 1100 Raymond Boulevard *

'

Newark, N.J. '07102
Ms. Frieda Berrynill, Chairman
Coalition for Nuclear Power Plant Atonic Safety and Licensing Board

Postpanenent Panel *
2010 Grendon Drive U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Wilmington, UE 19808 Washington, DC 20555

Hs. Marjorie M. . Aamodt** Atonic Safety ant. sing Appeal
R.D. #5 Panel (5)*
Coatesville, PA 19320 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission

Washington, DC 20555 ;

Senator Allen R. Corter, Chairnan
t

Joint Legislative Conuittee on Docketing and Service Section (7)
Energy Office of the Secretary

Post Office Box 142 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comaission
Suite 513 Senate Gressette Bldg. Washington, Du 20555
Columbia, SC 29202

. $4*/'l J

Jo/ep/R. Gray V /
Nunsel for NRC Staff
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